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Carboxylated copolymer latexes are becoming increasingly important 
in industry as the demand for specialty chemicals increases. These 
latexes are often the key components in specialty coatings and 
thickeners. Carboxyl monomers also aid in particle stabilization. 
The addition of a carboxyl monomer to a copolymer latex system 
magnifies the complexity of emulsion reaction mechanisms. 
Polymerization in both the particle and aqueous phases must be 
considered. Reaction rates become dependent on an additional 
parameter, pH. The ionized acid monomer represents an additional 
reacting species which must be considered. It exhibits a different 
reactivity from that of the un-ionized acid. Adequate quantitative 
models describing the kinetics and particle nucleation mechanisms in 
these systems are lacking due to their increased complexity compared to 
more conventional emulsion systems. 
The reaction behavior of carboxylated monomers differs from 
conventional systems not only in copolymerization in emulsion, but also 
in homo- are copolymerization in solution due primarily to the effect 
of the additional parameter, pH, on the kinetics. Therefore, in order 
to fully understand and characterize these systems, an understanding of 
both homo- and copolymerization reactions involving carboxylic acid 
monomers is required. 
This report presents basic theories of homopolymerization, 
emulsion polymerization, copolymerization, emulsion copolymerization 
1 
2 
and application of these topics to systems involving carboxylic 
monomers. Included are reviews of both theoretical and experimental 
work. Suggestions for additional work in this area are also included. 





Free radical chain homopolymerization consists of three basic 
steps - initiation, propagation, and termination. The following 
reactions characterize these steps. 
Rd 
Decomposition of Initiator 	 I 	> 2 R* 





Mn* 	14 7---> Mn+1* 
Mn* + ;a* 	> Mn+m 
Mn* 	Mm* 	> Mn + Mm  
R# + M ----> M1* 
Termination may occur by coupling or disproportionation, though 
termination by coupling is more frequent with many common monomer 
systems. The rate of reaction for homogeneous, constant volume systems 
can be described by the following expression [1], 
Rp -d[M]/dt = kp [H] ((f kd [ 1])/kt) 112 
	
(1) 
with kt= ktc + k 	f is the initiator efficiency factor. 
For a variable volume, homogeneous system, eq. (la) must be used. 
Rp = -1/V d(V[M])/dt 	 (la) 
4 
The rate is proportional to the first power of the monomer 
concentration and the one-half power of the initiator concentration. 
This rate expression is applicable to most homogeneous bulk or solution 
free radical polymerization reactions although the rate coefficients 
can vary with conversion due to the changing nature of the reaction 
environment, i.e. the gel effect. 
Polymerization of Carboxylic Acids 
Carboxylic acids such as acrylic acid (AA) and methacrylic acid 
(MAA) are completely soluble in water. Therefore, Galperina et. al. 
[2,3] used eq. (1) to describe the kinetics of solution polymerization 
of these acids. Katchalsky and Blauer [4] reported that the 
polymerization rate of AA and MAA depends additionally on pH because it 
involves reaction of both undissociated and dissociated monomer and 
radical species. The reaction scheme must be expanded for this case to 
include the undissociated acid (M) and anion (M -) species. The 




I --> 2R* 
ki,i 


















+ R —> 
Katchalsky and Blauer developed a general rate expression for the 
homopolymerization of carboxylic acids. Their expressions for the 
undissociated and dissociated monomer species (M, 14-) and the 
undissociated and dissociated radical species (R, R--) are given by 
equations (2a) and (2b). 
= 	- ) Fit 	; 	Nf= otxt 	 (2a) 
R= (1 - e) 	; 	R=R. 	 (2b) 
where 
	
Mt is the total monomer concentration 
Po is the total radical concentration 
Cg is the fraction of dissociated acid rcnomer 
p is the fraction of dissociated radicals 
6 
The following general rate equation was derived based on a steady-state 
radical concentration. 
fit_ (kci[i])1/2 Mt [kp,1 (1-01)(14) + kp,2 13 (1-0) + kp,30(1-p) + kp,40i133 
dt 	[kt 1(1 -(3 ) 2 ktr2 (1 
	;13 2]1/2 	 (2c) 
Katchaisky and Blauer then simplified this expression by assuming 
that (i) termination between two ionized radicals is unlikely because 
of the repulsive forces (ii) the polymer radical is a weak acid such 
that its degree of ionization is low (0 7-- 0), and (iii) kpl3 = kp,4 = 0 
(kp,3 and kp,4 are the rate constants for reaction of ionized monomer 
with un-ionized and ionized radicals respectively) since at a high 
degree of ionization for the monomer (pH > 5.5), the polymerization 
rate is nearly zero (when H 202 is the initiator). The resulting rate 
expression is proportional to the fraction of undissociated acid (1-0t). 
-dMt/dt = kp,1 [kci/kt,1] 1/2 [I] 1/2 [M] (1 -c4) 
	
(2d) 
A term for the initiator efficiency, f, is not included. This term 
should be used for completeness. The corresponding expression for the 
instantaneous degree of polymerization (D.P.) at time t is given by 
eq. (3). 
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D.P./(1 - 04 ) = 1.5 kp,i [kakt,1] -1/2 ( [M] o + [Mt] ) [I] -1/2 	(3) 
Pinner [5] reported that the absence of polymerization at a pH of 
5.5, which led to assumption (iii), was probably due to inactivation 
of H202, the initiator used by Katchalsky and Blauer in their studies. 
Pinner shows that reaction occurs at pH as high as 13 if persulfate is 
used despite the ionization of the monomer. Blauer [6], in a later 
article, stated that his original statement that ionized monomer is 
unable to propagate polymerization was in error. He performed runs 
using MEN as initiator and obtained polymerization at a pH as high as 
12. He also showed that above a pH of 7, the rate constant can be 
expressed by eq. (3a), assuming that the growing radical behaves 
electrochemically like a polymeric acid. 
-dMt 	
kID, 3 	-P) 	kl),4 ( P ) of 
dt 	(kt,i (1 - P) 2 kt,2 	(1- P) + kt,3192 ] 1/2 
(3a) 
Ok is approximately equal to 1 at a pH of 7, but does not approach 
1 until higher values of pH if the polymeric radical is indeed a 
weaker acid than the monomer. When e does approach 1, the reaction 
rate then becomes proportional to kp,4/(Ict, 3 ) 1/2 . 
Pinner [5] observed that the polymerization rate of methacrylic 
acid initiated with potassium persulfate does decrease with increasing 
pH. He performed copolymerization experiments with amine monomers and 
acrylonitrile using both the =dissociated and dissociated forms of 
8 
MAA and found that the anion exhibited a lower rate of reactivity than 
the undissociated acid. He attributed the decrease in polymerization 
rate with increased pH to copolymerization of the undissociated acid 
with its less reactive anion. He then applied the rate equation for 
copolymerization (4) (assuming chemically controlled termination) to 
the case of the undissociated MAA (M a) copolymerizing with its anion 
(Mb), eq. ( 4 )• 
-d(Ma + Mb) 	 (raMa2 2MaMb 	Ri1/2  
(ra2 ga2Ma2 + 2 0 rarbraibMaMb + rb2 b2mb2) 1/2 	(4) 
where, 
ra = kaa/kab rb = kbb/kba ga2 ktaikaa2 ($12 ktbrkbb2 
and 
45= kta,b/(ktaktb)1/2  = cross termination coefficient 
Pinner noted that eq. (2c) developed by Katchalsky and Blauer 
reduces to eq. (4) if kp,2 is set equal to kp,3 and if (3 is set equal 
to ok . He expressed the overall rate constant (K oe defined by eq. 
(5)) as a function of 01 by replacing Ma with the undissociated acid 
concentration A(1 -0) and Mb with the anion concentration A cA / where 
A is the total monomer concentration. 
K = 
[ra (1 -a) 2 + 2 all - GA ) + rb ac 2 ] 
(5) 7e. 	tx [ra2Ka-2 (1-1 + 2 4 rarbxa-licb- 1. coil- a) 	rb2 -2 2 3 1/2  
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where Ka = Ri1/2 / b a = overall homopolymerization rate constant for 
the acid 
Kb = Ri1/2 isb  = overall homopolymerization rate constant for 
the anion 
Finally, using Q and e values (obtained from separate 
copolymerization with other monomers such as acrylonitrile and various 
amines) to calculate ra (=0.66) and rb (=0.08) and replacing Ka and Kb 
with the observed values, 1.53 and 0.12, respectively, Pinner obtained 
the following expression for the overall rate constant for MAA as a 
function of pH: 
[0.66 (1 -0) 2 + 2 ci(1 -et) + 0.0$a4 2 
K (6) 
[0.185 (1 -o) 2 + 0.5750e.(1 	+ 0.445 at 2)1/2 
was determined from measured values of pH with the expression, 
pH = pica + 	( 	1 - co.) 
where pKa=4.36 for MAA. Values of 0 are listed in [7]. The rate 
expression for homopolymerization of acids can then be expressed as a 
function of the overall monomer concentration (M t) and ct4 (via pH) 
which are both easily measurable. 
A decreasing decomposition rate of the initiator with increasing 
pH may also attribute to a decrease in polymerization rate. Katchalsky 
and Blauer [4] observed that the polymerization rate of MAA approached 
zero at a pH of about 6. This was later attributed to deactivation of 
10 
the initiator, H202 [5]. 
Pinner [5] stated that the decomposition of persulf ate did not 
seem to be adversely affected as the pH increased. In fact it appeared 
to increase somewhat with pH. Kolthoff and Miller [8] show that the 
following persulfate decomposition reactions (or side reactions) are 
suppressed as the [H+] decreases (pH increases). 
S208= + 2H20 
H2S208 + H2O 
2 H2SO4 + 1/2 02 
 H2SO5 + H2SO4 
H2S05 + H2O -----> B202 + H2SO4  
The effect of [Si] ion on the rates of the above reactions was studied 
and a rate equation was proposed: 
-d (S208 )/cIt = kl [S208 ] + k2 [H+] [S208] 	 (7) 
The overall rate constant is given by, 
ko = kl  + k2 [H+] = f(pH) 	 ( 8 ) 
Experimental values of ko versus [H+ ] verified this linear 
relationship. 
The relationship of pH to the basic decomposition reaction of 
persulfate to form free radicals, 
13. 
was not addressed by these workers. As noted earlier Pinner [5] 
suggested that decomposition of persulfate to form free radicals is not 
greatly affected by pH. Kolthoff and Miller [8] do, however, note that 
the sulfate ion radical can react in another way: 
804-* + H2O ----.> OH* + HSO4 
Van den Hul and Vanderhoff [9] reported that the relative number of 
hydroxyl end-groups formed does increase in the pH range 2 to 10, and 
the number of sulfate end-groups decreases. Both groups are found in 
the polymer when styrene is polymerized in an emulsion [9]. Since both 
species are capable of initiating polymerization, the overall 
polymerization rate may not necessarily change despite the change in 
identity of the radical species. 
Emulsion Polymerization Kinetics 
The first important scheme for emulsion polymerization was 
depicted by Harkins [10]. The reaction was divided into three 
intervals. During Interval I particles are nucleated when free 
radicals generated in the aqueous phase are captured by monomer swollen 
emulsifier micelles. As polymerization takes place monomer diffuses 
from the monomer droplets to the growing particles. The particles 
continue to grow until all of the emulsifier is adsorbed onto the 
surface of the particles, at which point Interval I ends. During 
Interval II, monomer continues to diffuse to the growing polymer 
particles until the monomer droplets disappear. Finally, during 
12 
Interval III, fUrther polymerization occurs within the particles until 
the reaction reaches the final conversion. 
The first kinetic theory for emulsion polymerization was proposed 
by Smith and Ewart [11] and modified by Stockmayer [12]. The Smith-
Ewart theory was based on Harkins' mechanism for particle nucleation 
and growth. Smith and Ewart developed a recursion equation which 
relates Na_i,  Nn, Nn+i , and Nn+2 to the absorption rate for radical 
entry into particles, the desorption rate for radical transfer out of 
particles, and the termination rate for radicals in the particles: 
Nn{ epAT nkd + n(n-l)kel) = Nn_1 ( eliN) + (n+l)kepia 
+ (n+2) (n+1) (kt/Vp)Nn+2 + • • • 
where N = Nn n 
(10) 
and Nil is the number of polymer particles per unit volume of aqueous 
phase which contains n free radicals, a is the overall rate of radical 
absorption by the particles, Vp the particle volume, kdasis a rate 
coefficient for radical desorption from the particles, and kt is the 
radical termination constant in the particles. Smith and Ewart then 
obtained solutions to this equation for three limiting cases: 
(9) 
(10)  
Case 1 n << 1.0 ; No » N1 » N2 
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Case 2 	n = 0.5 ; No = Ni , N2 = N3 = kin = 0 
Case 3 	n >> 1.0 
where n is the average number of free radicals per particle. Smith and 
Ewart, using the Case 2 model, developed the following equations to 
describe the polymerization rate and average radical life: 
Rp = kp [M] p [R* ] = kp [M]p (0 . 5 N/NA) 	(roles/Lw' sec) 	(11) 
er p = N/(2 (5A) 	(sec) 	 ( 12 ) 
where Rp is the polymerization rate per volumer of aqueous phase, kp is 
the propagation constant, [2vI] p is the monomer concentration in the 
particles, [R*] is the concentration of free radicals, and 
P  is the 
"average" life of a free radical in the polymer particles. Smith and 
Evart also developed an expression for the particle number: 
N = kN( e imA )0.4 (asNA[Se] )°' 6 (particles/ Irwater) 	(13) 
where Al is the rate of volume increase of the particles during 
Interval I, e; is the rate of generation of free radicals in the water 
phase, as is the surface area occupied by one emulsifier molecule, [Se] 
is the concentration of emulsifier, and kN is a constant between 0.37 
14 
and 0.53. 
Stockmayer [12] and O'toole [13] presented general solutions to 
the Smith-Ewart equations (9,10). Ugelstad [13] expanded the 
generality of these solutions by considering radical desorption from 
the polymer particles, reabsorption, and termination in the aqueous 
phase. These works, however, apply only to monodisperse latex. 
Homogeneous Nucleation 
The Smith-Ewart theory was found to be inadequate for monomers 
which have a significant degree of water-solubility. Fitch [15] and 
Priest [16] developed another theory which involved homogeneous 
nucleation of particles. This theory predicts the number of particles 
formed when the monomer is partially water-soluble and/or when no 
surfactant micelles are present. The basic points comprising this 
theory are listed below. 
1. Polymerization in the aqueous phase is the initial process. 
2. An oligomer grows to a critical length beyond which it is no 
longer soluble in water, and it precipitates to form a particle. 
3. Surfactant serves not as a nucleating agent, but as a stabilizer 
of the primary particles. 
4. Oligomer chains may combine with polymer particles before 
nucleation and/or before adequate stabilization. 
5. Some particles may coagulate depending on the quantity and 
effectiveness of the emulsifier. 
6. The ultimate particle size depends on the stabilizing effects of 
15 
emulsifier plus sulfate groups contributed by initiator. 
7. Most of the polymerization occurs within the swollen polymer 
particles (99.9%). 
Assumption 7 is probably not true for systems involving monomers such 
as carboxylic acids which have a high degree of water-solubility. 
Fitch and Tsai [17] developed a quantitative treatment of the 
homogeneous nucleation theory. They assumed that there are three 
competitive processes whose rates are radical generation (Ri), radical 
capture by existing particles (Rc), and particle flocculation (Rf). 
The rate of particle formation then becomes, 
dN/dt = Ri - P - Rf 	 (14) 
No particles are present in the initial stages of reaction so that 
dN/dt = Ri. Later, when particles are present, some oligomeric 
radicals will be captured by these particles. When more particles 
form, flocculation will occur if they are not sufficiently stabilized. 
Fitch and Tsai [17] derived eq. (15) for the rate of capture, R c. 
RD =7f Ri LNrp2 
	
( 15) 
where, Ri = rate of initiation 
N = number of particles 
r = radius of particle 
L = distance traveled during the time needed for 
polymerization to the critical chain length. 
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L = (2Dt) 1/2 =  [ (2D DP )/(kp[MM 1/2 	 (16) 
where, 
D = monomer diffusion coefficient 
t = time 
DPmax = maximum degree of polymerization before 
precipitation. 
They assumed that every collision of a radical with a particle leads to 
capture of that radical. Using geometrical relationships and an 
expression for particle growth, R c is rewritten as a function of 
monomer concentration and time and substituted into eq. (LS). Assuming 
that flocculation is negligible (i.e. particles formed are well 
stabilized) the rate of particle formation becomes: 
dN/dt = { 1- (N ) 1/3 [3/4 (kiikt e) ln [cosh (Rikt) 1/2t) 2/3 L ) 	(17) 
Integration yields the final number of particles, 
N = S (dN/dt) dt 
0 
(18) 
where traax is the time where N reaches a maximum. 
Eq. (17) does not account for flocculation and particle capture. 
Fitch and Tsai discuss limited flocculation theory. Flocculation, in 
general, will occur if there is a lack of sufficient repulsion between 
the particles. They note that flocculation in ionically stabilized 
systems will occur until a critical surface potential V c is developed. 
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tec is related to the surface area per ionic group (polymer chain ends 
plus surfactant), Ag. Ag depends on the chain length and the endgroups 
(i.e. initiator used). As flocculation continues clusters of particles 
form whose total potential rises (due to decreased total surface area 
and subsequent increase in charge density on the surface) until 
'stabilization' occurs. 
Homogeneous nucleation theory was expanded by Hansen and Ugelstad 
[18]. They proposed the following equations for radical growth and 
capture for the case where no seed particles are present: 
dRiidt = ei 	 ktwi RiRtot 
dRi/dt = lcApi kpMwRi kc1NR1 ktwi RI Ri ktWRl Rtot 
dRiAlt 	 - 	- 	ktwiRjRi - ktw Rj Rtot 
When j reaches j ctr, the critical chain length for particle nucleation 
occurs, and the polymer chain precipitates. Primary particle formation 
is then described by eq. (22). 
dNi/dt = kiApi cr,1 	 (22) 
Considering the rate of coagulation of primary particles with 
themselves, e c f the total number of particles is described by eq. 
(23) . 
dtsi/dt = dNildt - 	C 
	 (23) 
18 





Ugelstad et al. assumed a steady-state for all radicals Rj up to Ri 
neglected termination with initiator radicals, and assumed that an 
average rate constant for radical capture can be used, rcc, 
Rikc = 	kci 	Ptot 
	 (25) 
The resulting expression for the rate of particle formation follows: 
dNl e  (26) 
dt 	[ 1 + (1-coN)/kpMfd) 	(ktviRtot)/(Vvi) ] ic="1. 
At low values of [M] w, Rtot may be defined by 
Rtot = ( [ (
cic N)2 .1. 4 () iktio  1/2 ictiV2ktii 	 (27) 
In order to obtain an analytical solution, they also assumed a steady-
state concentration of radicals in the aqueous phase and considered 
termination only in this phase such that: 





Eq. (26) could then be solved directly to give an expression for N1. 
	
(1/k1) {[ klei iczt (k2 1)icr]1/icr - k2 
	(29) 
ka. = rsiv. 	and k2 = (ktw e i) 1/2/kplicw 
Approximations made to arrive at this solution included: 00 no 
coagulation, (ii) irreversible absorption of radicals, (iii) 
termination only in the water phase, and (iv) steady-state 
concentration of radicals in the water phase. They compared the 
analytical solution to the numerical solution obtained when steady-
state was not assumed. The analytical solution proved to be rather 
inadequate. 
Hansen and Ugelstad [18] stated that for a seeded system radicals 
will be captured by particles according to the number and size of the 
particles. Assuming a mean value for the capture constant, kcs, the 
total adsorption of radicals in the seed particles is, 
e a =Kos Ns Rtot 	 (30) 
Eq. (30) is approximately equal to the total capture rate for a large 
number of seed particles. Using eq. (31) to express the steady-state 
value of Rte: 
RtOt = [ 6ccsNs) 2 + 4 ei ] b.73 1/2 - rccsNs }/ 2 ktw 	(31) 
an equation for dNi/dt was derived: 
dN1 	 e 	  
dt 	(1 + (licN) + 3ccsNs + [ (limns) 2 + 4 ei ktto 1/2 )jer,„1 	(32) 
kpMc.„, 2}94 	2kAr 
which upon integration gives 
(vki) 	eit (0.5ksNs + (0.25ks2Ns)2 k22 ) 1/2 1) 7 ar.) 1/7cr 
-0.5 ksNs - (0.25;2%2 k22) 1/2 .... 1) 	 (33) 
where k1 era k2 are the same as in eq. (29) and k s = 1cm/kp141.4. 
Though coagulation is not included in the above models, Hansen and 
Ugelstad discussed particle coagulation theory in some detail in the 
same article [18]. 
An exhaustive review of particle nucleation mechanisms and models 
with references has been prepared by Song [19]. This review includes 
basic descriptions of additional work done by Arai (emulsifier-free 
systems), Kao (radical capture efficiencies), Feeney (two step 
coagulative nucleation model), and others. 
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Copolymerization 
An extensive amount of work has been reported for copolymerization 
of monomers using free radical initiators. A brief review of the basic 
21 
kinetic and composition equation for copolymers formed in bulk or 
solution is included in this section. 
The basic initiation and propagation reactions for 
copolymerization of two monomers, Ma and Mb follow: 
kd 
Decamposition 	I -> 2R* 
Monomer Initiation 	R* + Ma -----> Ria 
R* + Mb -> RTh 
R* + :impurities -> inactive product 
p,aa> 
Propagation 	 Ma* 
▪ 
 Ma 	Ma* 
Pfab> 
Ma* • Mb 	Mb* 
Mb* 
• 







Termination may be either chemical controlled or diffusion controlled. 
Melville [20] and Walling [21] developed kinetic expressions for 




kt i aa 




• Mb* ----> 
Dead 1:kplymer 
Several basic assumptions apply. (1) Steady-state concentration 
is assumed for each type of radical. Hence, kba [Mb*] [Ma ] = 
kab[Ma*] [Mb]. (2) Steady state is assumed for the total concentration 
of radicals. (3) Rate constants for the reaction of a growing chain 
depend only on the monomer on the end and not on the length of the 
22 
chain or composition of the chain. The propagation rate constants are 
combined as follows into reactivity ratios: 
ra kaa/kab , 	rb kbbfkba 
A rate expression can then be derived. 
- r1 ( [ma] + [Mb] 	tra[maL ] 2 + 2 [14a] [mb] 	rb[mb] 2
)Ri1/2 	(34) 
= dt af. (11 ea gq
2
a] +2r4-arbiagb Ulalimb]+r 2 2 
	21/2 
where s.a = (ctadkaa2 ) 1/2 , 	Sb = (kuziikbh2 ) 1/2 
and ° = ktab/[ 2 (ktaa ktbb) 1/2 ] 
Note that 2'= reciprocal of kp/k 1/2 for homopolymerization. 
It later became well-established that termination in radical 
polymerization can be diffusion controlled [22,23,24].  Therefore, 
is not constant with composition and use of a single 0 value in the 
rate expression may produce dubious results. Atherton and North [25] 
presented the termination reactions and corresponding kinetic 
expression associated with diffusion controlled termination. 
Termination Ma* + 	* 





ktab is a function of the copolymer composition and for the ideal case, 
eq. (35) may be used. 
ktab = Fa ktaa 	Fb ktbb 
	 (35) 
See eq. (40) for the expression for Fi. 
Again the steady-state assumption for radicals is made, 
Ri = 2 ktab  [V] [Mb*]) 2 
 -__ a-144_ 	(36) 
Using the definition of reactivity ratios, North develops a kinetic 
expression, eq. (37). 
(rafMal 2 + 2 {Ma) [Mb) + rb[Mb]




[Ma]L) + ( rb [Mb3/kbb 
	 (37) 
Extensions of diffusion controlled copolymerization reaction 
theory are presented by Hamielec and co-workers [51,52,53). They 
stated that at low conversions segmental diffusion controls the 
termination rate, and as the reaction proceeds, the termination rate 
becomes controlled by translational diffusion. 
The switch to tsanslational diffusion control of termination marks 
the onset of the gel effect, and it is associated with a critical 
conversion, X Crit• Translational diffusion begins to control 
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propagation at higher conversions. 
Martin and Hamielec (45,54] showed that in the diffusion 
controlled region the termination rate constant could be expressed as a 
function of the free volume. 
kt = kto (iactralw ) n expt-A(1/VF - 1/VFcr) ) 	 (37a) 
where VFcr  is the critical free volume fraction of solution at the 
onset of diffusion control. 
Mwcr is the cumulative weight-average molecular weight of the 
copolymer at Vp.c=. 
Mw is the cumulative weight-average molecular weight at 
VF > VFcr for conversions above the onset of 
diffusion control. 
A 	is an adjustable parameter which determines the rate at 
which kt falls off with decreasing volume. 
and 	VF = (0.025 +04 p (T-Tg) ) cbp + (0.025 + otA (T-Tga) 
	
(37h) 
+ (0.025 +o(b (T-Tgb)) b 
where c•I• is the difference in the thermal expansion 
coefficient above and below the glass transition 
temperature T and is the volume fraction of 
component i the solution. 
Eq. (37c) was given for diffusion controlled propagation reactions. 
k13 • • = k•1 •3 0  exp (-B (1/Vp  - 1/VFcr)) 
	
(37c) 
where kij o is the chemically controlled propagation constant 
B 	is an adjustable parameter which determines the rate at 
which kij  falls off with decreasing free volume. 
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These equations predict the change in the termination and 
propagation constants as the reactions proceeds. They thus take into 
account the commonly observed autoacceleration or gel effect. 
Copolymer Composition 
The ultimate properties of a copolymer will depend directly on its 
composition. Therefore, prediction and control of this composition is 
important for producing useful copolymer products. The copolymer 
composition depends on the relative rates of reaction of the monomers 
involved. Extensive studies with copolymers in bulk and solution have 
led to the development of the copolymer composition equation for a two 
monomer system which is presented in Odian's text [1]. 
d [Ma ] 	[Ma] (ra[Ma] + [Mb]) 
d[14b] 	[Mb] ([Ma] 	rip[Mb]) 
This can be rewritten in terms of instantaneous fractions of monomer in 
both the reaction mixture (ft) and the copolymer (F1) by defining 
fa = 1 - fb = [Ma)/ ([Ma] RV) 
	
(39) 
Fa = 1 - Fb = d[Ma]/(d[Ma] + d[Mb ]) 
	
(40) 
and substituting these expressions in eq. (38) to obtain eq. (41). 
(38) 
rafa
2 + fafb 
Fa = 	
rafa2 + 2fafb + rbfb2 
Copolymerization becomes somewhat more complicated when carried 
out in emulsion systems. The general reaction scheme along with 
corresponding rate equations for an emulsion copolymerization of two 
monomers is shown in Table 1. Five basic assumptions have been made 
in developing this scheme of reactions: (i) polymer particles contain 
at most one radical; (ii) only monomer radicals can desorb from and 
reenter into the particles; (iii) no discrimination is made between 
radicals with or without an initiator fragment on their end; (iv) 
instantaneous termination occurs when another radical enters a particle 
which already contains a radical; (v) propagation, termination, and 
chain transfer reactions in the water phase can be neglected from a 
kinetic point of view. Assumption (v) is probably not valid for 
emulsion copolymer systems which involve water-soluble acid monomers. 
Schuller (26] has developed equations similar to eqs. (38) - (41) 
which apply to emulsion copolymer systerq. Since many monomers have a 
wide range of solubilities in water (assuming water is the continuous 
phase), the concentrations of the monomer in the water will usually be 
different from the concentrations of monomer in the polymer particles. 
The resulting copolymer which is generated in each phase will also 









(1) Initiation of radicals in the water phase 
-• 2/:, 
(2) Entry of radicals into particles from the water phase 
(i) Instantaneous termination 
N. +1; No 
Ns + Af;. -• No 
 Ns + 	No
(ii) Activation of particle 
No + /:, /4; 
No+ AfL, -* N; 
No + AIL.* N; 
(31 Initiation reaction in particles 
I; + Al,,, M;„ 
/; + Afhp M;p 
(4) Propagation reaction in particles 
• + M., -• 
P;p + Albp P;ip 
P:ip Ai►p 
• + Mo -• P;, 
(5) Chain transfer to monomer in particles 
P;p + M.„-• P + M;, 
Al., P + 
P;p + bp P + M;, 
P;,+ 	P + 
(6) Desorption of radicals from particles: 
N; -• No + I: 
N;-• No -• ML, 
N; No + AIL 
r. .. 2k4/1/1. (T-1) 
• k,1110 1,„N• (T-2) 
w ku lAf:j.„N• (T-3' 
• Ae► lAfi).N• (T-4) 
rst keill'iwNo (T-5) 
rim so ko lAl;1,,,No (T-6) 
r„► /loaf ;1,,,No (T-7) 
• k,„1161.1,,N; (T-8) 
r ►  6 	 (T-9) 
• kp.„(A1,1pN; (T-10) 
rpt,,, • kpb„1141pN; (T-111 
resb 	 (T-131 
rob kpbb 1,41.1pN; (T-14) 
rya 	iMs IAN; (T-15) 
rod mg k..,,(111.1 1,N; (T-16) 
rise 6' kmoslikfelpN; (T-17) 
rob aa k.►elAf► ipN; (T-18 ) 
riff • kfiNj (T-19) 
raft 111.141: (T-20) 
rep k AN; (T-21) 
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equation which accounts not only for the distribution of monomers 
between the two phases, but it also takes into account the 
monomer/water ratio. Schuller did not, however, account for significant 
polymerization in the water phase. Distribution coefficients and a term 
accounting for the monomer/water ratio are defined by, 
00 ----' [Ma] '/[Mb]" i eo= [mb] 1 / [mb] " 	f = v Art 
where the superscript (') denotes the particle or oil phase and 
superscript (u) denotes the water phase. The copolymer composition 
equation is then written in terms of monomer concentrations, eq. (42), 
or monomer fractions, eq. (43). 
dNa 	3. + ra ' [Ma]/[Mb] 	
(42) 
c114b 	1 + rb' [Mb]/[Ma] 
Fa = 
raifa2 fafb 




where 	 rag = ra( I 
	
-t" fo 1 	) 
	
(44) 







In order to use these equations one needs to know the partition 
coefficients of each monomer as a function of the overall monomer 
concentrations. 
Emulsion Copolymerization Kinetics 
Nomura [27] published rate equations for emulsion copolymerization 
inside the polymer particles. 
Monomer A Rpa = -dMa/dt == kpaa[Ma]pNa* kpba [Ma]PNb* (46) 
Monomer B pb = -dMb/dt za kpbb[Mb]pNb* kpab []bhire (47) 
and RPtat = BPa 	Ripb (moles/L' min) (48) 
where Na* and Nb* are the number of particles per cm 3 water containing 
A and B radicals, respectively. Again, note that equations (46) and 
(47) do not consider polymerization in the aqueous phase. 
Nomura [27] used eq. (49) for the composition of copolymer formed 
in the particles. 
dMa = [Ma]p (ra [Ma] p + [Mb]p) 	
(49) 
dMb 	[Mb]p (rb[Mb]p + [Ma]p) 
He also assumed that the change in concentration of A* arx1 B* radicals 
with time is slow when compared to the time scale of the complete 
reaction. 
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kpba [Ma]plt* =3cpab[Mb]Na* 	 (50) 
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He then defined an average number of respective radicals per particle. 
na = Na*/NT, 
	nb = 	 = Nivur 
and, 	 fit = (Na* + 	+ NI*) 	 (51) 
NT 
The number of initiator radicals is relatively small so that 
Tla 
	 (51') 
After various algebraic manipulations, copolymerization rates can be 
written. 
Ppa = [1/(1+A)] (kpaa [Ma]p + kpab[Mb]p)nt  N/Na (52) 
Rpb = [A/(1+A)] (kpba [ma3p 	kpbb[14b]p)i-ItN/Na (53) 
where 	A = nb/na = (caa/kbb) (rb/ra) Umblp/Ima]pl (54) 
Nomura [27] also discusses desorption of radicals from the 
particles. He presented equations which can be used to calculate the 
desorption coefficients for radical species A and B. However, in order 
to calculate these coefficients, various mass transfer, diffusion, and 
chain transfer constants must be known or estimated a priori. The 
reader is referred to Nomura's article [27] for details. 
Homogeneous Particle Nucleation with Emulsion Copolymerization 
Mead [28] has developed equations for the prediction of the 
polymerization rate in emulsion copolymerization systems with 
significant homogeneous particle nucleation. His work was based 
largely on the theory developed by Ugelstad et al. [18] for homogeneous 
nucleation in homopolymer systems and by Nomura [27] for emulsion 
copolymerization kinetics. The basic reaction scheme is the same as 
that of Nomura as described in the previous section. As noted earlier, 
the total number of oligomer radicals for homopolymerization was 
described by eq. (24). 
co-1 
Rtot = 	"j 
s. I 
(24) 
This same relationship may be applied to a copolymer system to give eq. 
(24'). 
pr 
Rtot == via*41 3 I [llip*]w 
(24') 
Mead then assumed that the probability of an oligomer radical 
having an A* or B* end is independent of the chain length. The ratio 
of B* radicals to A* radicals in the aqueous phase can then be defined 
as 





Ria = Ri/(1 + Aw), Rib = AwRi/(1 + Aw) 	 (56) 
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where R1  refers to an oligomer radical with one monomer unit attached. 
Mead then derived the total rate of propagation of R 1 to R2 as given by 
eq. (57). 
Pptat = 	[ (kpaa Awkpba) [Rah/ (kpab+ Awkpbb) [Mb]w] 	(57) 
1+Aw 
Primary particle formation occurs when oligomers reach a critical 
length j as described by Ugelstad [18]. Mead used this same concept 
to derive an expression for the rate of formation of primary particles 
of length jcr by homogeneous nucleation for emulsion copolymerization. 
This expression also includes a term for flocculation of primary 
particles onto latex particles eq. (58). 
rate of formation 
dis11/dt = of oligomers of 
length jcr 
rate of flocculation of 
- primary particles onto 
latex particles 
dNi/dt = 
PEI + koesNicp✓Na 
[1 + ktNp/KM + rctw Rtatini]j cr-1 
- 	kmsNpNi (58) 
where KM = (kpaa Awkpba)[Ma]w (kpab Awkbb)[Mb]w )/( 1. Aw) (59) 
kNS = rate coefficient for capture of primary particle by latex 
particles 
Np = number of latex particles 
N1 = number of primary particles 
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The term KM accounts for the copolymerization of the two monomers. The 
assumption by Nomura [27] that propagation and chain transfer in the 
water phase is negligible applies to eq. (58). This assumption may not 
be valid for systems in which the monomer(s) have a high degree of 
water-solubility (i.e. AA, MAA, etc.). 
These equations developed by Mead assume that primary particles 
necessarily form when the oli.gomer chain length j reaches j cr. This 
assumption should lead to a good estimate for the number of primary 
particles formed. However, particles may form in the aqueous phase 
with initial length j < jcr or j > j cr. Therefore, further development 
of these equations is necessary in order to more completely describe 
the homogeneOus nucleation of primary particles in a copolymer reaction 
system. 
artulsion Copolymerization with Carboxylic Acid 
The complexity of the copolymerization reaction scheme was shown 
to increase when performed in emulsion systems (Table 1). The 
complexity is further increased when a carboxylic acid monomer is used. 
The reaction becomes more like that of a terpolymerization than a 
copolymerization since both the dissociated and associated acid species 
must be considered. A detailed reaction scheme for this type of system 
is shown in Table 2. 
The only attempts to calculate the compositions of the aqueous 
phase oligomer radicals for carboxylated styrene copolymer systems were 
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Table 2 - Total Reaction Scheme for Emulsion Copolymerization with a 
Carboxylic Acid (Monomer a) 
(1)Initiation of radicals in the water phase 
I ----> 2Iw* 
(2)Initiation of nonamer (ionized and unionized) in the water phase 
Iw* + Ma 	> maw* 
- 
1W* + Ma- > MaW* 
+ Mb 	117/ 
(3)Initiation of monomer in the particles 
IP*  + Map 	Mae 
Ip* + Mbp ----> Mbp* 
(4)Activation of a particle 
No  + Iw* ----> NI* 
No + Maw* ---- Na* 
N + Maw*- ----> Na* o 
No +w* 	> Nb* 
(5)Propagation in the water phase 
Oaw* + Maw ---> Oaw* 
Oaw* + Maw ----> Oaw*- 
 Oaw*- + Maw ----> Oaw*-
Oaw*- + Maw  ----> Oaw*2- 
Oaw* + Mtm ----> Ow* 
()bur* Om* + Mbw 
°twit Maw ----> Oaw* 
 
> Oaw* aw 
 
oiow* Mme, ■■■■› °Jour* 
(6)Propagation in the particle 
Pe + Map ----> Pap* 
Pb.P* 
 + Map ----> Pap* 
Pap* Mbp 	> pbp* 
Pe + Mbp ----> 1)0p* 
(7)Chain transfer to monomer in the water phase 
Oaw* + Maw ----> Oaw + Maw* 
Oaw* + Maw ----> Oaw- + 1.16.4* 
Oaw* +
• 
 Maw ----> Caw- + Maw* 
oaw*- + maw- ----> 0aw7 + maw*- 
 Oaw* + Mbw ----> Oaw + MIcrw* 
Oaw*- + Mbw ----> oaw- + Now* 
obw* + Maw —> obw + maw* 
obw+ Maw ---> °bw + Maw 
°bw* Mbw ----> O  + Mbor* 
(8)Chain transfer to rammer in the particles 
Pap* + Map ----> P + Map* 
Pbp* + Map 	P + 14610141 
Pap* NIAD 	
> p + Mbp* 
pbp* + Nfbp > P + Mbp* 
(9)Desorption of radicals from particles 
NI* ----> No + Iw* 
Na* 
	
> No + Maw* 
Mb* 
	> No + M w* 
(10)Instantaneous termination in the particles 
N* + Iw* ----> No 
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N* + Maw* ----> No 
 N* + Mjcw* --> No
( 11) Termination in the water phase 
Iw* + Iw* ----> 21 
Iw* + Oaw* ----> 
1w* + Oaw*- ----> 
Iw* + Obw* ----> 
Oaw* + Oaw* ----> 
Oaw* + Oaw*- ----> 
Dead Polymer 
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0aw* + Obw*  ----> 
Obw* + Oaw* ----> 4w 
Nomenclature for Table 2 
I - initiator 
Mij - monomer i=a,b j=p,w 
No - nunilDer of particles with zero radicals 
Ni - number of particles with i radicals 
i = I,a,b 
Oij - oligomer 	j=w 
Pij - polymer i=a,b j=p 
Subscripts  
a - acid monomer 
b - non-acid monomer 
i - initiator 
p - particle 
w - water 
Superscript  
1 -' - ionized species 
(dissociated acid) 
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made by Sakota and Okaya [29]. They considered the particular reaction 
of undissociated AA, dissociated AA, and styrene. These workers list 
the following equations to describe the partition and dissociation 
equilibrium in acid polymerization systems. 
K = [e]w[A-] w/[HA] w (60) 
[Na]+ w + [H+] w = [OH-] w + [A-] w (61) 
6 m[HME/RIAlw (62) 
C = ([HA]w + [A]w)/Vw + 	[HA] sVs (63) 
where K, , C, Vs, and Vw are the dissociation constant of AA, the 
partition coefficient of AA between styrene and water, the moles of 
total AA in the polymerization system, the volume of styrene, and the 
volume of the aqueous phase in the polymerization system, respectively. 
The symbols HA, A-, [] s , and [] w represent undissociated AA, 
dissociated AA, the concentration in styrene, and concentration in the 
aqueous phase, respectively. 
Sakota and Okaya [29] reveal the relationship of pH to degree of 
neutralization (DN) for AA in Figure 1. Plots of pH versus DN for AA 
and MAA monomers, and AA polymer obtained in our laboratory are shown 
in Figures 2 - 4 for comparison. AA polymer is a somewhat weaker 
acid than AA monomer. When the degree of neutralization is zero, 
[H+ ] w is much higher than [OH - ] w. Eq. (61) then becomes eq. (64) and 
the concentration of carboxylic monomer can be calculated from eqs. 
(60), (62), (63), and (64). 
10 
00 0.2 0.4 0.6 o• 1.0 
DN 
Fig. 1 Relationship between pH of polymerization system and degree of neutralization of car-
• bozylic monomer: DN I. degree of neutralization of AA. Formulation for polymerization system, 
I g: water/AA/NaHCO A/SDS/K,SO4 100/5/variable/0.05/0.85. E z 3 
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[H+ ]w  = [A ]w (64) 
When the degree of neutralizaton is near 1.0, [Na+ ] w is much greater 
than [le] w or [OH- ] w such that eq. (61) reduces to to eq. (65) and the 
concentration of carboxylic monomer can be determined from eqs. (62), 
(63), and (65). 
[Na+ ] w = [A ]w (65) 
Sakota and Okaya used a value of 5.66 x 10-5 for K, and calculated Vs 
and Vw by assuming densities for the styrene and water phases to be 
0.909 g/cm3 and 1 g/cm3 , respectively. The concentrations of 
undissociated and dissociated AA in the aqueous phase were then obtained. 
The values for partition coefficients , were determined 
experimentally [47] by mixing 100 mL of water with a prescribed amount 
of carboxylic monomer at 25°C. 100 mL of styrene was added and 
vigorously stirred. The aqueous phase was separated and titrated with 
NaOH. A mass balance yielded the amount of acid in the organic 
(styrene) phase. The values obtained differed somewhat from values 
reported by Matsumotu and SI-Almada [30], as shown in Table 3. The 
reason for these differences is not clear. However, possible 
differences in experimental procedures could have been a contributing 
factor. 
Table 3 -- Acid Monomer Partition Coefficients 
Monomer 	Sakota and Okaya [29] Matsumotu and Shimada [30] 
AA 	 0.102 	 0.175 
MAA 1.01 	 1.94 
Sakota and Okaya [29] calculated the composition of the growing 
radical formed in the aqueous phase at the initial stage of 
polymerization by using the terpolymerization composition equation 
presented by Alfrey and Coldfinger [31]. Monomer reactivity ratios for 
the undissociated AA, dissociated AA, and styrene were calculated fLvm 
the Q and e values reported by Ito et. al. [32] as shown in Table 4. 
These calculations apply only during the initial stage of 
polymerization. Since a dynamic equilibrium between undissociated and 
dissociated AA occurs at all times, the calculations do not represent 
the concentration of dissociated and undissociated species on an 
oligomer or polymer chain. These concentrations depend on the current 
pH or degree of neutralization of the system. 
No quantitative models have as yet been developed to account for 
the kinetics of emulsion copolymerization of carboxylic acid emulsion 
systems. The goal of this work is to make advances toward the 
development of such a kinetic model. 
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Table 4 - Calculation Results of Monamer Reactivity Ratios [29] 
Hemmer Notation Q e Monomer Reactivity Ratio 
Utdissociated AA Na 0.40 0.25 rab=3.29 ; rac=0.308 
Dissociated AIL Mb 0.11 -0.15 rba = 0.259 ; rbc = 0.121 
Styrene mc 1.00 -0.80 rca = 1.08 ; rcb = 5.41 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL 
Experimental work involving basic free radical homopolymerization, 
conventional bulk and solution copolymerization, and conventional 
emulsion polymerization is extensive. Theories involving such 
reactions have thus been well-established. Polymerization involving 
carboxylic acid monomers, however, have been studied less extensively 
and are not as well understood. The following discussion, therefore, 
will address experimental work relating to homopolymerization and 
emulsion copolymerization of acids and acid plus styrene systems. 
Homopolymerization Studies of Acrylic Acid and Methacrylic Acid . 
Free-radical polymerizations of acrylic acid and methacrylic acid 
have been studied by several workers [2-6,33]. Kinetic information 
such as reaction rates, propagation and termination constants, 
activation energies plus various effects of solvents and acid 
dissociation (pH) on these parameters have been determined through 
these studies. A variety of initiator systems as well as solvent 
species were used. 
Mishra and Bhadani [33] polymerized acrylic acid (AA) in 
tetrahydrofuran and in 1,4-dioxane with NO 2 as the initiator. The 
initial rate of polymerization was found to increase linearly with the 
monomer concentration and the square root of the initiator 
concentration. Increases in temperature from 40 - 70 °C resulted in 
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significant increases in reaction rate. Galperina et. al. [2,3] 
studied the effect of solvent on radical polymerization of M, MAA, and 
fluoracrylic acid. Solvents used were water, formamide, and 
dimethylsulphoxide (DMSO). Again, the initial rates of polymerization 
were proportional to the first power of the monomer concentration and 
the one half power of the initiator. The rate, therefore, could be 






Values for kp, kt, and activation energies are reported for a range of 
temperatures. The reactions in water were carried out at low pH (2.2 
and below) so that very little of the acid was dissociated. The 
monomer concentrations ranged from about 2 to 8 wt. %. 
Katchalsky and Blauer [4] studied the kinetics of MAA 
polymerization in aqueous solution using hydrogen peroxide as 
initiator. Buffers were used to maintain a constant pH. The overall 
polymerization rate was found to be first order with monomer 
concentration. First order rate constants (K) were determined over a 
wide range of initial monomer concentrations and were found to be 
fairly consistent. The overall rate constants were also determined for 
a range of initiator concentrations. The constants depended on the 1/2 
power of the initiator concentration. 
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Katchalsky and Blauer [4] further studied the variation of rate 
with pH. They noted that the rate decreased as the pH increased from 
0.97 to 5.5. (See Table 5.) Above a pH of 5.5 the rate of reaction 
was negligible. Pinner [5] later attributed the lack of reaction above 
a pH of 5.5 to the suppressed decomposition of the peroxide initiator. 
When potassium persulfate was used as initiator, reaction occurred at 
pH values as high as 13. Blauer [6] later extended his study of the 
polymerization of MAP, to pH 12 using 2 1 2'-azobisisobutyronitrile as 
initiator solubilized in water by the addition of 4% (by volume) 
ethanol. The course of reaction was followed by bromine addition to 
the unreacted monomer. The dependence of rate on pH ( for pH between 4 
and 12) is illustrated in Figure 5. 
The rate of polymerization decreases sharply up to pH 6-7 as 
observed in their first study [6]. This is not surprising since the 
degree of neutralization (and thus the concentration of anions) 
increases sharply between pH 4 and 5. The rate then slowly increases to 
a flat maximum at pH 11. This flat maximum indicates that the rate is 
fairly constant between pH 9-12. Blauer asserts that the dependence of 
rate of MAA polymerization on the pH suggests that both un-ionized and 
ionized monomers and radicals do copolymerize. 
The reaction rate was observed to increase as the pH decreased in 
the previous studies of acid homopolyxnerizations. When HNO3 and H2SO4 
 were added to lower the pH this trend was observed [4]. Increased 
rates were also observed when the reaction was run at decreasing pH 
with no strong acid present. These experimental results suggest that 
the ionized structure of the acid monomer (as shown below) 
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1 AUL!: .5 	■—VAIIIIATION Of AATZ WITH pis - 
pH s—a (K x tali sic.-1 (KM — on x Doe awl' 
0e97 • 1.000 a•za 2'28 . 
10'99 t 1'000 3 15 1 '35 
2 '4: t 0/89 1 '94 1.96 
3.17 0'939 2•41  8.14 
3.58 0•838 •oo 2 '44 , 
3'5 8 o•l58 1 '74 ' 8'03 
3'58 o 858 3 '97 - 2•29 
3.81 0•780 111 • '2.19 
3'97 0'711 1 . 13 1*311 ' 
3/7 c•p* Por) 1 '33 
4'1 3 0 '574 o•ttitz - 1 '53 - 
4'13 0 '574 0.881 3'53 
4' 2 3 0 '374 woo: 1.37 ' 
4' 23 0'374 0/Y1 1 '67 . 
4'13 0'574 0*059 3.67 
4•90 (.403 0•327 1 663 
4'96 0'201 0 '343 1.72 
' 	5•zli -- 0po511 
KAI — a) 	(1'84 f o-o8) x so-1 
• Solution containcd nitric acid. Precipitation of the polymer occurs during 
the polymerization. 
f Sulphuiec sic id solution. Hcre, too, precipitation of polymer occurs. 
2 From this pit urmards, o•z M scdium acetate -F hydrochloric acid buffer 
was used. At pH 3.2 some polymer precipitation still occurs, but at higher 
pH values the polymerization is fully homogeneous. 
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6 T  8 13 12 14 pH 
00/i\ 
FIG. 1. Relative rates of polymerization vs pH adjusted by an 
addition of NaOH for MAA (1) and AA (2) at 60°C. 
Curve 1: It min x 105 = 0.115 M 8-1 , [hLAA] = 0.92 M, [AIBN] 
5 x 10-4 	Curve 2: R min x 105 = 0.43 M s-1 , 	= 1.2 M, 
[AIBN] = 5 x 10 3 M. Replotted from Fig. 1 of Ref. 23. 
K. Plochocka, J. Macromoi. Sci. 	Rev. Macromol. Chem. 
C20(1), 67, (1981) 
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CH3 	 CH3 
I -H 	 I 
H.,C=C 	 —> H2C=C 
'' 	I i 
0=0 	 C..-10) 
I I! 
OH 	 0 	CD 
does not take part in free radical polymerization as actively as the 
=dissociated acid form. These results would further suggest that the 
ionized acid monomer and ionized radical are even less likely to react 
with each other due to the increased electronegative repulsion. It 
should also be noted that addition of HC1 slowed the reaction [4] 
despite lowering the pH. Addition of NaC1 to the buffer also decreased 
the rate. The chloride ion was apparently responsible for the 
decreased rate when HC1 or NaC1 were added. An explanation for this 
behavior was not suggested. 
Copolymerization Studies of nrItoobic Monomers (i.e. Styrene) with 
Carboxy:Lic Acid Monomers  
A significant amount of literature exists for emulsion copolymers 
containing carboxyl groups. Basic studies of the potentiometric 
titration behavior of polyacids have been performed by Mandel [34], 
Leyte and Mandel [35], and Ccegor and Frederick [36]. Potentiometric 
and conductometric studies of copolymer latex systems containing acid 
monomers copolymerized with a more hydrophobic monomer such as styrene 
have been performed by a variety of workers including Muroi [37], 
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Vijayendran [38], Sakota and Okaya [39], Egusa and Ma3uuchi [40], Ceska 
[41,42], Fordyce and Ham [43], and Gasper and Tan [44]. Most of these 
titration studies were aimed at determining the distribution of the 
acid groups between the aqueous phase, particle surface, and particle 
interior and the effects of these distributions on the rate of 
polymerization, particle stability, and particle generation. 
The most frequently studied acid monomers copolymerized with 
styrene (or other hydrophobic monomers) are itaconic acid (IA), AA, and 
MAA, listed in order of increasing hydrophobic nature. The partition 
coefficients as reported by Matsumoto and Shimada [30], are 0.012, 
0.175, and 1.94, respectively. They did not account for variation of 
these values with monomer concentration. The amount of acid found 
buried inside the particle core increases with the hydrophobicity of 
the monomer [37 1 38,40,44,45 ] . Hydrophobic monomers diffuse into the 
particle, polymerize, and become a part of the particle core more 
easily than hydrophilic monomers. Hydrophilic acid monomers such as IA, 
must be carried to the particle surface by oligomeric radicals which 
have polymerized in the aqueous phase [41]. Very little IA monomer 
becomes incorporated within the particle core. The concentration of IA 
in the free aqueous phase is, therefore, greater than MAA when equal 
amounts are charged. The incorporation of AA into the particle core is 
intermediate between IA and MM [37,38,40,44,45]. 
Ceska copolymerized IA, AA, and MAA with styrene in separate 
reactions. Copolymerization rates were found to increase in the 
presence of carboxylic monomers in the order IA < AA < MAA [17,18]. 
The rate increased as the hydrophobicity of the monomer increased. 
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This relationship between the reaction rate and the hydrophobicity 
of the acid monomer may be due to the role of the acid monomer in 
particle nucleation. Ceska [41] stated that particle nucleation in 
these comonomer systems begins in the aqueous phase by the generation 
of oligomers which agglomerate and nucleate after growing to a critical 
chain length, i.e. homogeneous nucleation. These particles become 
swollen with styrene monomer and stabilized by carboxyl and sulfate 
moieties. The reaction rate increases as more particles are generated 
and stabilized. 
The fact that the rate of reaction increased with increasing 
hydrophobicity of the acid monomer implies that the more hydrophobic 
acid monomers become incorporated into the particles more rapidly than 
the more hydrophilic acid monomers. Particle stabilization is enhanced 
by the carboxyl groups in these acid monomers. Therefore, the 
incorporation of these carboxyl groups from the more hydrophobic acid 
into the particles helps stabilize these particles earlier in the 
reaction resulting in less flocculation and thus a larger number of 
stabilized particles than when a less hydrophobic acid is used. The 
polymerization rate will also increase when the more hydrophobic acid 
is used due to the larger number of particles in the reaction medium. 
Ceska measured the rate, but he did not report measurements for the 
number of particles generated with each acid monomer. Therefore, the 
above conclusion is not proven directly by Ceska's data. 
Egusa [46] performed experiments similar to those of Ceska by 
copolymerizing IA, AA, and MM with styrene. Egusa, however, used 
radiation instead of persulfate to initiate the reaction to avoid the 
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production of additional acid groups from persulfate species. He 
observed an increase in copolymerization rates which agreed with that 
reported by Ceska, IA < AA < MAA. However, Egusa noticed essentially 
no difference in the number of particles produced when different acid 
monomers were used. He postulated that particle nuclei are generated 
from soap micelles when initiated with radiation instead of forming 
from water-insoluble oligomers. Therefore, the hydrophobicity does not 
affect the number of growing particles since the particles do not 
originate in the aqueous phase. Egusa, therefore, suggested that the 
increase in copolymerization rate with increasing hydrophobicity of the 
acid monomer occurs because the bulk hydrophobic monomer, styrene, more 
easily transfers from the dispersed phase to the polymer particles when 
in the presence of a molecule which can distribute itself between the 
oil (styrene) and water phases. A more hydrophobic acid monomer would, 
therefore, be expected to provide a faster overall rate than a more 
hydrophilic acid monomer. This is indeed observed, as noted 
previously, for the copolymerization rate increases with the 
hydrophobicity of the acid monomer, IA < AA < MAA. However, diffusion 
of monomer to the particles is usually not the limiting step in 
emulsion reactions involv:Lng styrene. Egusa's explanation is, 
therefore, questionable. 
Particle stability and nucleation with carboxylated systems has 
been studied in detail by Ceska [41,42] and especially by Sakota and 
Okaya [29,46,47]. It is well understood that most surfactants which 
are effective stabilizers adsorb onto the surface of a particle and 
form a negatively charged hydrophilic shell around the particle. The 
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negative charge density at the surface repels other particles as they 
approach thus minimizing the chance of agglomeration. Carboxyl groups 
present at the particle surface can function in the same capacity. 
Ceska [42] points out that these chemically bound carboxyl groups are 
often more effective stabilizers because the negative charge is not as 
free to move around the surface as it is with adsorbed surfactant 
molecules. Ceska [42] demonstrated through experiments that 
stabilization of small particles using carboxylated systems can 
effectively be achieved with much less surfactant than is needed for 
most non-carboxylated systems. Ceska [41] and Sakota and Maya [46] 
showed in further experiments that stable systems can be achieved with 
surfactant-free emulsion copolymerization systems when carboxylic 
monomers are used. Particle stability increases as the concentration 
of carboxyl groups at the surface increases due to the increase in 
charge density. Since AA is more hydrophilic than MAP,, AA creates a 
more acidic particle surface than MAA, for it concentrates at the 
particle surface. It is, therefore, more effective in producing the 
stabilizing negative charge density at the surface of the particle. 
Particle Nucleation 
A • large number of stable particles form in acid-styrene systems 
with no emulsifier present. Particle nucleation in systems which 
contain little or no surfactant cannot occur in micelles since micelles 
would not be present. Particle formation is, therefore, attributed to 
combination and nucleation of highly carboxylated oligomers formed in 
the aqueous phase [17,29,42,46,48]. 
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Initial studies by Sakota and Okaya [29] showed that the number of 
particles and thus the polymerization rate was greatly dependent on the 
degree of neutralization of the carboxylic acid. A maximum in both 
respects was achieved at a degree of neutralization of 0.8 (Figure 7). 
Sakota and Okaya [29] explain that the hydrophilic nature of the 
growing radical changes considerably with DN, because rd o >> rca (see 
Table 4). Naturally, as DN increases, the pH increases and the 
concentration of dissociated acid increases while the concentration of 
undissociated acid decreases. Styrene reacts more with itself when in 
the presence of dissociated acid than is the case when undissociated 
acid is present. Thus the water phase radicals are comprised of more 
styrene units causing the oligomeric radical to become more hydrophobic 
at higher pH. A relatively hydrophobic oligomeric radical is more 
likely to precipitate from the aqueous phase at a shorter chain length 
j than a relatively hydrophilic radical. Therefore, as the DN 
increases, the value for j cr will decrease and the number of particles 
will increase thus increasing the rate of reaction. However, as the LIN 
increases the concentration of dissociated acid (which is less reactive 
than the undissociated acid) increases causing the average propagation 
constant to decrease. A balance between these two opposing effects on 
the reaction rate apparently occurs at a DN of 0.8. Subsequent 
experimental studies by Sakota and Okaya were performed at this degree 
of neutralization. 
Sakota and Okaya [46] performed experiments to determine the 
effect of surfactant concentration on the number of particles using M 
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(SDS) was varied from 0.0 to 63.0 mmol/L. (See Figure 7). The large 
number of particles formed in the absence of SDS indicates that 
particles were formed by precipitation of growing radicals generated in 
the aqueous phase (and possibly in monomer droplets as well, though no 
distinction was made between these two loci). The number of particles 
increased linearly with SDS concentration up to 1.60 mmol/L 
irregardless of the absence or presence of SDS micelles. The 
surfactant functioned mainly by stabilizing the precipitating particles 
in this SDS concentration range. When the SDS concentration was 
increased from 1.6 to 6.4, the number of particles remained relatively 
constant which indicated that micelles did not play an important role 
in nucleation for SDS concentrations up to 6.4 mmol/L. The particle 
number did not continue to increase because the SDS apparently was 
above the critical concentration needed to stabilize the precipitating 
particles. 
When the SDS concentration was increased above 6.4 mmol/L, the 
number of particles began to increase again, and it was at this point 
that micelles began to play a significant role in particle formation 
despite the fact that the CMC for SDS is reported in the literature to 
be 9.0 mmol/L. The relationship between the number of particles and the 
SDS concentration in this high concentration region is linear when 
plotted on a log plot (Figure 8). The linear relation is directionally 
consistent with the Smith-Evart theory although the slope of the curve 
is somewhat different at a value of approximately 0.25 as opposed to 
0.6 by the Smith-Evart theory. 
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Sakota and Okaya [46] calculated the maximum degree of 
polymerization using Fitch and Tsai's equations for L and DPI. The 
approximate result was about four times larger than DP max values 
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This result is not surprising since the oligomeric radicals in the 
system containing acid monomers are much more hydrophilic. 
Sakota and Okaya [46] also varied the initiator concentrations and 
found that the number of particles increased in a linear fashion. The 
number of particles became irdepenlent of concentration at high levels 
of potassium persulfate. This fact was attributed to the increased 
probability of termination between radicals occurring in the aqueous 
phase, although the additional electrolyte could also have caused 
particle flocculation. 
Variation of the styrene concentration had no effect on the number 
of particles probably because the styrene was always above its 
solubility limit. Therefore, the concentration of styrene in the 
aqueous phase did not change significantly. It is not clear how 
styrene effects particle formation when it is added to carboxylated 
systems in concentrations below its solubility limit. 
IV. PROPOSED WORK 
The goals of this work will be to develop a better understanding 
of emulsion copolymerization of carboxylic acid monomers with more 
conventional hydrophobic monomers. Studies will involve both 
homopolymerization and copolymerization reactions. Topics to be 
studied will include the effects of monomer concentration, pH, 
temperature, monomer partition between aqueous and particle phases, 
monomer/water ratio, and particle nucleation on the reaction rate. 
Compositions of the oligomer and copolymer will also be determined. An 
ultimate goal will be to develop a quantitative model to describe the 
overall kinetics. 
A unique problem associated with reaction systems involving a 
carboxylic acid monomer plus a hydrophobic monomer is that the reaction 
involves two monomers, yet three reaction species; the undissociated 
acid, the dissociated acid, and the hydrophobic monomer. Therefore, 
terpolymerization composition and kinetic equations should 
theoretically be used. Terpolyrnerization equations require many rate 
constants kid (i,j = a,b,c) which are not known and can only be 
estimated by the Q-e scheme which is not always a reliable method. 
Blauer [50] indicated that the interaction constants of the active end-
group of a charged macromolecule are expected to be dependent on the 
degree of ionization of the polymer radical. He states that assignment 
of a single 'e' value to ionized AA or MAA and the subsequent 
calculation of copolymerization parameters remains suspect. 
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Sakota and Okaya [29], as discussed previously, attempted to 
calculate the terpolymer composition using the terpolymer composition 
equation of Alfrey and Goldfinger [31] and the reactivity ratios 
obtained from the Q-e scheme. They calculated the composition of the 
three species at the initial stage of reaction. Results obtained from 
this method, however, can not predict the copolymer composition for 
times beyond the very initial stages of reaction because the 
equilibrium between undissociated and dissociated species continues 
even after incorporation of the monomer into a chain. Therefore, 
unlike conventional terpolymerization where the composition of all 
three species in an oligomer (or polymer) chain is set once the 
monomers have reacted to form the chain, the acid and its anion may 
interchange their identities (positions) on the chain via the dynamic 
equilibrium process. 
Figure 9 shows how the charge on a carboxyl branch of an oligomer 
radical may shift to different constituents on the chain while the 
overall concentration of undissociated and dissociated carboxyl groups 
remains constant. This same dynamic equilibrium exists for a dead 
polymer chain. The average overall concentration of undissociated and 
dissociated species remains relatively constant for a given set of 
conditions. However, the particular location of each species on a 
chain does not. Moreover, the addition of a neutralizing agent or 
additional acid or base which changes the pH will result in a change in 
the overall concentration of undissociated and dissociated acid 
species. Therefore, the compositions predicted by the 
terpolymerization equation of Alfrey and Goldfinger [31] may not apply 
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Figure 9 - Oligomeric radicals with an anionic charge on a 
constituent along the chain. 
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since the species at a particular location on a chain may change its 
identity. 
The concept of terpolymerization in the aqueous phase reaction 
medium is certainly valid since the reactivities of undissociated acid, 
dissociated acid, and hydrophobic monomer all differ, and the relative 
amounts of each species affects the overall rate of polymerization. 
Experimental data by Katchalsky and Blauer [4] and Pinner [5] support 
this assertion. Their data show that the overall rate decreases as the 
concentration of dissociated acid increases (pH increases). 
The question then arisP.q as to how the location of the anion with 
respect to the free radical affects the polymerization rate. If the 
anion indeed decreases the reactivity when the anion is located on the 
reactive end of the chain, then species A, B, and C in Figure 5 
probably exhibit the following relative reactivity A > B > C. Using a 
statistical approach and knowing the amounts of undissociated and 
dissociated acid units from the pH, one could probably estimate the 
number of anionic groups at positions 1, 2, 3,..., j as shown in Figure 
5. One could then write equations which would include rate 
constants for each type of radical species 1, 2, 3..., j based on the 
position of the anion with respect to the free radical carbon. The 
overall rate expression would then depend on j reacting species where j 
is the number of possible positions along an oligomer chain to which an 
anion species may be attached. This type of system is very complex and 
rate constants for each species would be almost impossible to 
determine. 
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A more feasible approach is to look again at a copolymerization 
scheme in which only ra avg and rb need to be determined. ra avg in 
this case actually represents the reactivity of two species, the 
undissociated acid and its anion. These species are directly related 
by a measurable parameter, of. (or pH). This fact suggests that r a avg 
 should be a function of pH. The problem then is to determine the 
overall reactivity of the acid as a function of the relative amount of 
undissociated acid and anion species (i.e. as a function of the pH). 
An empirical approach to this problem is to run reactions at 
various pH values and calculate corresponding ra avg and rb values by 
the method outlined by Nishida [49]. The relation of r a avg to pH can 
then be correlated for each monomer. Calculations for the aqueous 
phase reactions can then be treated as regular copolymerization 
reactions since the effect of pH is included in the r a avg value as 
well as the kp (acid) value. The basic copolymer equation will give 
the relative amount of acid to hydrophobic monomer species. Distinction 
between the undissociated and dissociated acid units in the polymer 
chain can not be predicted directly from the terpolymer composition 
equations since their location on the chain is not constant. However, 
once a polymer chain has terminated, the properties of that polymer 
should depend only on the average concentration of the undissociated 
and anion species and not the position of the anion relative to the 
chain end as was the case with the reacting oligomer radical. 
Therefore, the pH alone should account for any distinction between the 
overall concentration of acid and anion species and the relative 
properties of the copolymer. 
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Proposal Kinetic Models 
A model to predict the overall copolymerization kinetics for 
emulsion systems in which highly water-soluble acid monomer is used 
must account for reaction in both water and particle phases. Previous 
models for emulsion copolymerization only considered reaction in the 
particle phase. The overall rate equation should have the general 
form: 
PP tot = (PP) aq 	(Plaa) 13 	NOP 
	 (66) 
Eqs. (52) and (53) developed by Nomura may be used to predict 
the rates of reaction in the latex particles, (R )p and (R )p. These 
equations have been shown to work well in emulsion systems in which 
most of the conversion resulted from reaction inside the particles. 
Eqs. (52) and (53) do not account for propagation, termination, 
and chain transfer in the aqueous phase. An additional expression, 
aq must be developed to account for these aqueous phase reactions. 
Reaction in the aqueous phase is technically a solution 
terpolymerization involving undissociated acid, dissociated acid, and 
the base monomer. The terpolymerization reaction scheme involves a 
large number of rate constants kii, and it is more difficult to use 
than the copolymer scheme. The terpolymerization scheme for these 
acid/styrene systems is not useful for predicting the composition of 
the polymer since two of the reacting species (the acid and anion) are 
in equilibrium and do not retain their same identity on the chain at 
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all times. The position of the acid monomer unit as a whole, however, 
is stable so that a scheme which predicts copolymerization composition 
is most applicable. Therefore, the terpolymerization scheme will not be 
used initially. A more simplified approach which accounts for the 
effects of all three monomeric species, yet utilizes copolymerization 
equations will be pursued. This approach is discussed below. 
The basic copolymer equation based on diffusion controlled 
termination may be applied if the system of three monomeric species is 
reduced to two primary monomer species, carboxylic acid (A) and base 
monomer (B). (This equation does not account for chain transfer in the 
aqueous phase.) 
(RP)aq 	(2kt(AB) ) 1/2 (rA [MA]]/kAA + rp[MB]/kE8 ) 
[MA] accounts for the total acidconcentration, both undissociated and 
dissociated forms. Both rA and kAA depend on the relative amount of 
undissociated and dissociated species. r A may be determined 
experimentally by measuring the reactivity ratios at extreme values of 
pH and assuming a linear relationship in between. The accuracy of this 
method can obviously be improved by measuring reactivity ratios at more 
than two pH values. An alternative method of determining rA is to use 
the Q-e method to determine r values for the acid (rte) and anion (rA-) 
rHA and rA- may be estimated from the Q-e scheme, a method which is not 
always reliable. It is, however, the best method currently available 
Rif/2 (rA[MA] 2 + 2 (MAL[MB]w + rB EMB).42 ) 
(67) 
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since these r values can not be found in the literature. A value of r A 
 can then be estimated by a simple weighted average of the values for 
rHA and rA- based on the value of cx . (rA then is the same as ra avg 
 discussed previously and rB is equivalent to rb.) 
rA = (1 - et ) rHA + cot rA 
	
(68) 
Once these reactivity ratios have been determined, k AA may be 
predicted as a function of pH (a measurable variable). As noted 
earlier, the apparent "homopolymerization" of a carboxylic acid monomer 
is actually 'a copolymerization of the acid and anion species. The 
copolymerization equation (37) above may be applied where now A is 
replaced by HA (acid) and B is replaced by A - (anion). The monomer 
concentrations can be rewritten in terms of the total monomer 
concentration at time t by: 
[MA] = (1 - °I') [Mt) 
	
(69) 
[MA] = c'& [Mt) 
	
(70) 
Then assuming that (3 = oc and kp,2 = kr3,3 as Pinner did when using the 
copolymerization equation based on chemical controlled termination, the 
following expression can be derived assuming diffusion controlled 
termination. 
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Rp acid = kom 
(Rokt) 1/2 [Mt] 
	
(71) 
- where k 	- AA 
rHA (1- cbc ) 2 + 2 d. (1- at ) + (rA-) of. 2 
(72) 
rim (1-0()N ,HA + (rA-) cc Acp,A- 
'Determination of k p, HA and kp ,A- may be obtained from 
homopolymerization reactions at low and high EN. 
Use of these expressions does require that three reactivity ratios 
be evaluated as well as three propagation constants. However, this 
approach reduces the ultimate problem to that of a copolymerization 
while still accounting for the reaction of three distinct species. A 
copolymerization reaction scheme is much easier to handle, especially 
when prediction of copolymer composition is desired. 
Values of N, particle number, will be obtained from known 
concentrations of seed particles or directly from experimental 
measurements if no seed latex is utilized. If the particle number 
changes significantly throughout the conversion period despite the 
presence of seed particles (i.e. if all primary particles formed in the 
aqueous phase do not flocculate onto the seed particles), then a 
theoretical expression will have to be developed and included in the 
overall kinetic model to predict the primary homogeneous nucleation of 
particles. 
The theoretical prediction of primary particle number for 
homogeneous nucleation may possibly be approached by using the 
relation of Ugelstad [18] as modified by Mead [28] for copolymerization 
eq. (58). Instead of assuming steady-state as Mead did for CSTR 
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studies, the differential equations would be integrated numerically to 
determine particle number as a function of time. Other modifications to 
account for particle formation at j other than j cr may also be needed. 
The calculational procedure for the overall kinetic model would 
involve simultaneous integration of all rate expressions as a function 
of time. After each time step, new monomer concentrations would be 
calculated for each phase and various parameters would be adjusted. 
Calculations would proceed until the overall conversion approached 
unity. Model predictions would be compared to the experimental data. 
Proposed lExperimental Work 
Monomer Selection 
Monomers to be used in this study include acrylic acid (AA) and 
methacrylic acid (MAA). AA and MM were chosen for several reasons: 
(i) they are both well described in the literature; (ii) they have 
similar chemical structures; (iii) they exhibit similar water-phase 
reaction behavior; but (iv) they exhibit a distinguishable difference 
in hydrophobicity such that their incorporation into polymer particles 
will differ; (v) they are not extremely dangerous with which to work; 
and (vi) they have significant industrial importance. Itaconic acid 
(IA) due to its high degree of 'hydrophilicity may also be used in some 
studies. 
Styrene is suggested for the initial bulk phase monomer for the 
copolymerization studies. It has been studied extensively, and its 
properties are well-understood both in solution and emulsion. It 
likewise has significant industrial importance. More hydrophilic 
monomers such as methyl acrylate may also be used in order to better 
understand the interactions of the acid and bulk monomers in the 
aqueous phase. 
Homopolymerization Reactions 
Homopolymerization reactions of the acid monomer using potassium 
persulfate as the initiator will be run under a wide range of reaction 
conditions in order to fully characterize the effects of parameters 
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such as monomer concentration, temperature, and pH or degree of 
neutralization (DN). Table 6 lists the conditions for proposed 
homopolymerizations of M and MAA. Samples will be collected over time 
in each reaction and analyzed for conversion. Buffers will probably be 
necessary for maintaining a constant pH during these reactions. 
Measurements of pKa versus temperature will also be made in order to 
determine the correct amounts of neutralizing agent (NaOH) needed to 
attain the desired pH in the reaction mixture at the temperature of 
interest. Initial measurements in the lab suggest that pK a changes 
very little with temperature. 
Table 6 - Proposed Conditions for Homopolymerization Reactions of AA 
and NM 
Variable Parameter and Values 	 Set Parameters  
Weight % moncuer 
	
2%, 4%, 7%, 10% 
	
Temp=85°C, oN = 0 
(based on total sol.) 
Temperature (°C) 
	
70, 85, 100 
70, 85, 100 
DN 
	
0.0, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.00 
(approx. pH) 
	
(2.4) (3.9) (4.4) (4.8) (8.0) 
Wt. % = 7, DN = 0 
Wt. % = 7, ION = 1 
Terrtp.1=85°C, Wt. %=7 
Emulsion Copolymerization Reactions 
Emulsion copolymerization reactions using an acid monomer (AA, 
MAA) and a hydrophobic monomer (styrene, MA) will be performed to 
obtain the following information: reaction rates (overall and for 
indivialal monomers), particle numbers, reactivity ratios, partition 
coefficients, critical chain lengths, and oligomer and latex copolymer 
compositions. The experimental approaches for obtaining this 
information are outlined in the remaisxler of this proposal. 
(1) Reaction rates - Copolymerization reactions will be run with 
acid monomers (0 - 10 weight percent based on total monomer) and 
styrene (and possibly methyl aczylate). Surfactant concentrations will 
be below the critical micelle concentration to discourage new particle 
formation. The hydrophobic monomer will be present in concentrations 
above its solubility limit. Initial reactions will be run in the 
presence of seed particles of known size and concentration. The 
particle number for the final latex in several initial runs will be 
measured to see whether new particles which may form in the aqueous 
phase are stabilized or whether they coagulate onto the seed particles 
thus keeping the total concentration of particles constant Degree of 
neutralization will be varied from 0 to 1.0 (corresponding to a pH 
range of approximately 2.2 to 8.0). Samples collected every 5 to 10 
minutes will be measured for conversion using gravimetric and GC 
analysis. Since the pKA of the acid polymer differs somewhat from that 
of the monomer, the pH of the reaction mixture may increase slightly 
during the course of the reaction. If this change is very large, a 
buffer will have to be added to the reaction mixture. 
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(2) Particle number - Samples from (1) above may be used to 
measure particle size and particle size distribution using an HDC. A 
mass balance may then be used in conjunction with the average particle 
size to calculate the particle concentration in the latex. Separate 
unseeded reactions may also be employed to obtain additional data 
concerning primary particle nucleation as a function of time. Electron 
microscopy may also be employed for some particle size measurements. 
(3) Reactivity ratios - Monomer conversion data obtained from (1) 
may be used to determine reactivity ratios. Several curve fitting 
methods are available for obtaining these values. One modification 
which will be necessary for most of these methods will be to account 
for the effects of the different monomer concentration in the aqueous 
and particle phases due to partitioning. This may be accomplished by 
fitting ra'and rb' to the data. Values of ra and rb which apply to 
aqueous phase copolymerization may then be calculated from the fitted 
ra and rb' values once partition coefficients are obtained. Attempts 
will be made to calculate reactivity ratios at various values of DN 
(PH) • 
(4) Partition coefficients - GC data obtained in (1) may be used 
directly to back out partition coefficients of the acid and styrene (or 
MA). A second method of obtaining partition coefficients is to mix 
styrene with an acid solution of a specified DN (pH) and allow the 
mixture to attain equilibrium. Samples of the aqueous phase may be 
analyzed for concentration of each monomer using a GC or by titration 
of the acid. Partition coefficients may then be calculated for a 
range of rtr (pH) using mass balances. 
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(5) Critical chain length  cr)  A small amount of styrene 
(below its solubility limit) will be reacted with a set amount of acid 
(4 - 7% based on the total weight of the reaction mixture). The 
reaction will be run at an intermediate temperature (85 °C) and a 
turbidity measurement of the final sample will be made by a 'UV light 
spectrophotometer to detect whether particles are present in the final 
reaction mixture. The reaction will be repeated using increasing 
amounts of styrene until particles precipitate from the reaction 
mixture. The formation of particles should produce a marked change in 
the scattering of light. (If turbidity measurements are not sensitive 
enough to detect the initial formation of small primary particles, more 
powerful light scattering equipment may have to be purchased and 
utilized.) The molecular weight and conversion of the latex and serum 
will be measured from samples taken with initial styrene concentrations 
just below and just above that needed for particle formation. GPC and 
GC analysis will be used for measuring the molecular weight and 
conversion, respectively. HDC analysis of the latex will provide 
particle size (number) data. Using this information plus the overall 
conversion of the individual monomers, the critical chain length at 
which particle nucleation occurs in the aqueous phase can be estimated. 
This analysis may be repeated at different values of DN (pH). NMII 
analysis of the serum (and latex) may also provide information for 
determining j cr. 
(6) Oligomer composition - If r values can be obtained, 
estimations of the oligomer composition can be made using the copolymer 
composition equation. An alternative approach is to use MR analysis. 
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Comparison of NMR spectra of acid and styrene homopolymers to acid-
styrene copolymer spectra may provide enough information to back out 
the oligomer composition and possibly the monomer sequence 
distribution. NMR techniques used for other copolymer systems such as 
MMA-MAP, may be applicable. 
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V. NMENCLAZURE 
C - moles of total acid monnmer in the system 
f - 	initiator efficiency 
fi 	instantaneous fraction of monomer in the feed 
F. 
- 	
instantaneous fraction of monaner in the copolymer 
[I] 	initiator concentration 
K - dissociation constant 
kc 	rate constant for radical capture 
kcs rate constant for radical capture by seed latex 
kd 	initiator decomposition constant 
kdes radical desorption constant 
ki rate constant for initiation 
kNS 	rate coefficient for capture of primary particles by latex 
particles 
kp 	rate constant for propagation 
kt 	overall rate constant for termination 
ktc - rate constant for termination by coupling 
k 	rate constant for termination by disproporticnaticn 
ktw - rate constant for termination in the water phase 
L - distance traveled during time needed for polymerization to 
the critical chain length 
- concentration of monomer i (moles/1) 
[Mt] - total monamr concentration at time t (moles/L) 
N - number of particles (particles/cm3 water) 
NA 	Avogadro's nunber 
ni average number of radicals i/particle 
- reactivity ratio 
Rj IMO 
concentration of free radicals (mo1e/I) 
rate of initiation (nolesiL • time) 
number of oligamer radicals withjmonomar units 
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Po - total concentration of radicals 
PP 
- 	
rate of polymerization (moles/IAtime) 
[Se] - 	concentration of surfactant 
t - time 
✓ volume (L) 










fraction of dissociated acid 
distribution coefficient of monomer a between the particle 
and water phases 
degree of ionization of the radicals 
distribution coefficient of monomer b between the 
particle and water phases 
cross termination coefficient 
polymer density 
rate of radical adsorption by particles 
rate of coagulation of primary particles 
rate of generation of radicals 
average life of free radical in polymer particles 
rate of volume increase of particles in Interval I 
.M1 
SUBSCRIPTS 
a 	- mcmomer a (acid) 
aq - aqueous 
b - monarter b 
cr - critical chain length 
o - 	initial time of reaction (t=0) 
P
- particle 
s - seed 
t - termination 
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Aspects of work currently being conducted in the area of batch 
emulsion copolymerization with carboxylic acids are described in this 
report. Initial studies have involved separate polymerizations of 
methacrylic acid (MAA) and acrylic acid (AA) in water solutions under 
various reaction conditions. Proposed kinetic models for the reaction 
of these acids are discussed. Monomer partitioning data for acid (AA 
or MAA)/styrene systems is presented. Thermodynamic equations for 
monomer partitioning between the aqueous, particle, and droplet phases 
are also presented along with values of different interaction 
parameters which were fitted to experimental data for these two 
comonomer systems. A proposed emulsion copolymerization kinetic model 
which includes aqueous-phase polymerization is briefly discussed. Also 
included are results of initial copolymerization runs in the presence 
of surfactant above its critical micelle concentration. Finally, 
future work to be performed on this project is discussed. 
Solution Polymerization Studies  
Solution polymerizations of both MAA and AA were run under each of 
the conditions listed in Table 1. We assumed that any interaction 
between the parameters was negligible. 
2 
Table 1 - Conditions Used for Solution Polymerizations of Both 
MAA and AA 
Concentration Acid (Rt.%) Degree of Neutralization Ttmerature ( °C) 
2.0 0 85 
4.0 0 85 
7.0 0 85 
10.0 0 85 
7.0 0.25 85 
7.0 0.50 85 
7.0 0.75 85 
7.0 1.00 85 
7.0 0 70 
7.0 0 80 
7.0 0 90 
7.0 0 96 - 98 
Conversion-time curves for the natural pH (114=0) reactions of MAA 
and AA at 85°C over a range of concentration from 2.0 to 10.0 wt. % are 
shown in Figures 1 and 2. A reaction model Eq. (1) which has been 
Shown to apply to many simple free-radical solution polymerizations was 
used for preliminary examination of the experimental data. 
Rp = -dM/dt (%31/2 ) (f 3c .01 [I]) 1/2 [m] (mole/L s) 
	
(1) 
where, 	= propagation constant (L/mole s) 
= termination constant (L/mole s) 
kd = initiator decomposition constant (1/s) 
f = initiator efficiency factor (assumed = 1.0) 
[I] = concentration of initiator (mole/I) 
[M] = concentration of monomer (mole/L) 





















CONV. VS. TIME FOR METHACRYLIC ACID 
1 
1:3= 2.0 WT X MAA 
A= 4.0 V/T X MAA 
• = 7.0 WT X MAA 
V=10.0 'trT X MAA 
NATURAL pH (APPROX. ■• 2.2) 
TEMPERATURE = 85 C 
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Figure 1 - MAA Conversion-time Curves at Various Monomer 
Concentrations 
0= 2.0 WT X AA 
Gt.= 4.0 WT X AA 
• = 7.0 WT X AA 




NATURAL pH (APPROX. •• 2.2) 
TEMPERATURE = 85 C 
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CONVERSION VS. TIME FOR ACRYLIC ACID 
Figure 2 - AA Conversion-time Curves at Various Monomer 
Concentrations 
3 
Integration of Eq. (1), assuming that all parameters except [M] are 
time invariant, gives Eq. (2), 
In [M] o/[M] = (kp/kt1/2 )(f kd [13) 1/2 t = K t 	(2) 
Reaction samples were collected over time, and monomer conversions 
were measured gravimetrically. [I] was known a priori. A value of k d 
 of 6.89 x 10-5 (l/s) for potassium persulfate was obtained from the 
literature [1]. Several workers have shown that k d increases at low pH 
[2,3]. The increase, however, is attributed mainly to an increase in 
the catalyzed reaction. This reaction does not contribute to the 
formation of free radicals as shown below: 
Uncatalyzed Reaction 
A. S208  —> 2 SO4*- 
B. 2 SO4*- + 2 H20 ---> 2 HSO4  + 2 HO* 
C. 2 HO* ---> H2O + 1/2 02 
Catalyzed Reaction 
D. 5208 + H+  ---> HS208  —> SO4 + HSO4 
E. SO4 ---> S03 + 1/2 02 
Data for the decomposition of potassium persulfate at 50 °C suggests 
that the uncatalyzed reaction rate may tend to increase slightly at low 
pH [2]. These workers did not measure reaction rates at low pH with 
on 4ht ✓ C•4•Al.)C.00(  ei•cl'iill 
higher temperatures. However, the pH effect"again is expected to be 
relatively small based on the reactions listed above. 
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Plots of ln[M]d[M] versus time should be linear with a slope of K 
based on the relationship given by Eq. (2). kp/kt1/2 can then be 
obtained from the slope. Gromov et. al. [4] report values of kt for 
MAA (0.12 x 108 L/mole s) and AA (1.8 x 108 L/mole s) as obtained from 
experiments utilizing the method of alternating illumination. If these 
termination rate constants are utilized, propagation constants can be 
calculated directly from kt312 ratios. Values of kp/kt1/2 and kp 
 (L/mole s) obtained from the experimental data as well as those 
predicted from Gromov's data are listed in Table 2 for the range of 
monomer concentrations investigated. Gromov [4] assumed that the 
reaction rate given by Eq. (1) applied to both AA and MAA solution 
polymerizations. The value of kp should then be independent of monomer 
concentration as depicted in Table 2. He does not specific -7,1fly state 
the actual monomer concentrations utilized in his experiments. 
However, similar work which he performed with Galperina [5] involved 
reactions of AA at concentrations of 3.0 to 4.0 Wt. %. The values 
based on Gromov's data as listed in Table 2 were obtained by fitting an 
t h 
Arrhenius expression to Cris data (which were given for temperature 
ranges of 0 to 60 °C) and extrapolating to 85 °C, the temperature at 
which experimental data listed in Table 2 were obtained. These 
experiments as well as Gromov's were performed at natural pH 
(approximately 2.2). 
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Values of kp are plotted as a function of initial monomer weight 
percent for MAA in Figure 3. The data for MAA agree fairly well 
(within experimental error) with the kp values predicted from Gromov's 
data. The ln[M] o/[M] versus time data are shown in Figures 4a-d. The 
data fall on relatively straight lines as predicted by the assumed 
first order kinetic model given by Go. 
kp data for AA is plotted in Figure 5. The kp values increase 
substantially as the initial monomer weight percent increases. They 
also differ greatly from the values predicted from Gromov's data for 
initial monomer concentrations greater than 2.0 wt. %. Figures 6a-d 
reveal that the ln[M] o/[M] versus time data deviates from straight line 
behavior at the higher conversions. The simple first order kinetic 
model, therefore, does not apply to the AA solution polymerization. 
0 
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Figure 3 - MAA Propagation Constant as a Function of 
Initial Monomer Concentration 
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Figure 4 - In [M]o/[M] versus Time at Various 
MAA Concentrations 
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Figure 4 - In [M]o/[M] versus Time at Various 
(continued) MAA Concentrations 
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Figure 5 - AA Propagation Constant as a Function of 
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Figure 6 - in [M]o/[M] versus Time at Various 
(continued) AA Concentrations 
0 15 
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Further investigation leading to a more complex proposed kinetic model 
has been conducted and will be discussed later. 
Propagation constants were also obtained as a function of 
temperature. Application of an Arrhenius relationship, Eq. (3) 
suggests that a plot of log kp versus 1/T should yield a straight line 
with a slope of Ep (activation energy) and intercept of Ap (pre-
exponential factor). 
kp Ap exp(-Ep/RT) 
	
( 3 ) 
where, T = temperature (k) 
R = gas constant 
Plots of kp (log scale) versus 1/T for MAA and AA i shown in Figures 
7 and 8, respectively, form relatively straight lines. Values of A p 
 and Ep, calculated as described above, are listed in Table 4 along with
values reported by Gromov et al. [2]. 
Table 4 - Arrhenius Constants for NM and AA 
Ap exp 	Ap Gromov 	Ep exp 	Ep Gromov 
(Z/mole sl 	(T4/mole sj_ (kcal/mole) 	(kcal/mole)  
MAA 4.76 x 1012 0.67 x 107 13.86 4.3 
AA 2.73 x 1014 0.60 x 107 14.91 3.1 
The experimental values are much greater than those reported by 
Gromov [4]. Values reported for similar monomers are also of the order 
of those reported by Gromov [4]. One explanation for the large 
100000- 	 
o =GROMOV'S PREDICTED Kp VALUES 
&= EXPERIMENTAL Kp VALUES 
1000- 	1 	 1 
265.00 270.00 	275.00 	280.00 	285.00 	290.00 	295.00 
Kp vs. RECIPROCAL TEMPERATURE (MAA) 
1/11 (1/K) *1 05 
Figure 7 - Dependence of kp on Temperature for MAA 
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5 
Figure 8 - Dependence of kp on Temperature for AA 
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discrepancy may be due to a "false compensation" effect. If reaction 
rates are measured over fairly small ranges of temperature, (30 °C as 
used here is considered very small) use of the data in an Arrhenius 
expression may produce considerable error in both Ep and Ap in the same 
direction. A positive error in Ep results in a positive error in A p 
 which thus results in false compensation. kp data over a much larger
temperature range would be necessary for determining the significance 
of this effect. 
The propagation constants used to obtain the Arrhenius constants 
for both MAA and AA were calculated based on the first order rate 
expression given by Eq. (1). Conversion data suggest that this model 
is inappropriate for AA. Therefore, the k p values for AA used to 
calculate the Arrhenius constants may also be inappropriate, thus 
contributing to the discrepancy discussed above. 
Solution polymerizations were run at various degrees of 
neutralization (DN). Initial rates for MAA and AA are shown as a 
function of DN in Figures 9 and 10, respectively. Initial rates 
decreased significantly for each monomer as the Eti increased from 0 to 
1.0. This behavior is explained by the lower reactivity of the anionic 
form of the monomer due to elitrostatic repulsion between the anions. 
An additional factor which may contribute to the decrease in rate at 
increased values of W may also be related to a less ordered alignment 
of the monomers due to decreased hydrogen bonding when the monomer is 
ionized, especially in the case of AA. Further discussion of this 
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Figure 10 - Change of Initial Reaction Rates with DN for AA 
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Carboxylic acids are known to associate via hydrogen bonds to form 
cyclic dimers (Structure I) [6]. Other workers [7-9] have also shown 
that "open dimers" or "oligomers" may also form twill these acid species 
(Structure II). Chapiro [10] presents viscosity curves for AA in 
various solvents (Figure 11). The initial increase in viscosity as the 
concentration of AA is increased confirms the presence of 
"plurirnolecular aggregates" or "linear oligomers". These oligomeric 
structures may tend to increase the "local" concentration of monomer 
thus enhancing the "local" rate of reaction. 
01=CP% em-04, 
c tec slot 	t) r i5 	.'014 -•• 
o ur, 
	
Cyst lc *tow 
	
CDs% dims , 	siliseaber 
(I) 
EA-A3 	 r4A] 
If a carboxylic acid polymer is present, hydrogen bonding may also 
enhance the association of mcnomer and polymer as shown in Structure 
III. When a free radical initiates polymerization of a monomer unit 
aligned along a polymer chain as in Structure III, the reaction may zip 
along the chain due to the favorable alignment and high "local" 
concentration of other adjacent monomer units. A large degree of 
monomer association due to Structures II and III may significantly 
increase the rate of reaction relative to the reactions of a 
homogeneous mixture of single mcnomer units. 
to A A 
Fig. 	Viscosit ∎ of acrylic acid dissolved in various sol- 
vents • floc. times as a function of the mole fraction of 
monomer in: 01 water; (21 clioxane: (3) methanol; (41 acetic 
acid; (51 toluene: (61 carbon tetrachloride. (7) se-hexane; 
(11) chloroform. 
9 
oc' "1"o 	mo'-`-`e eto-o 
-4 i*C-4 iN-4 ON-i Ow-4 se se 	e se sc.- 
1/401/4 4'01/4 	1/4048 kNi kV% 
lone if %Is orimagelle* 
CM) 
PA„ 
Massif [11] has shown that 10 - 20% of pure AA molecules are 
associated in oligomeric structures. Chapiro [10] reports that the 
most significant effect on the reaction rate occurs from association of 
monomer with the polymer chains He states that MAA forms oligomeric 
structures similar to AA, but because of steric hindrance, MAA does not 
associate to a significant extent with the linear polymer molecules. 
This fact may explain why MM follows the simple first-order kinetic 
relationship much more closely than does M. 
AA Solution Polymerization: Mechanism and Modeling 
A more complete mechanism for AA which accounts for the various 
hydrogen-bonded structures is proposed below. 
Nomenclature for Proposed AA Reaction Model 
[Atot] - concentration of total unreacted AA moncuer 
[Asol]- concentration of unreacted AA in solution not associated with 
polymer via hydrogen bonding 
[As] - concentration of AA as single molecules 
[A A] - concentration of AA as diners (Structure I) 
[An] - concentration of AA as hydrogen-bonded noligamer" (Structure II) 
[Passoc] concentration of reacted AA monomer in the form that can 
hydrogen-bond with free monomer or "oligomer" 
[Re] - concentration of free radicals 
(Structure III) 
Ppn - polymer with reacted "oligamee hydrogen-bonded to it 
P2 - reacted cyclic dimPr  








II 	 Nos As + R• 	P 
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VI 	PAn + 	tloolY PP 
Kdiss 
VII 	PP 	P 	+ Pn n assoc 
Kolig = [An]/[Asol] 
kps [As] [R' ] 	0 
kpdira [A A] [R' ] 
kpolig [An] [R'] 
kassoc [An] [ Passoc ] 
kppoly [ PAn] [Re] 
Ediss = [ Passcc] [ Pn]/[ PPn] 
	
0 
A reaction model based on the proposed mechanism follows. The 
total rate of reaction is equivalent to the sum of the rates of AA 
monomer in the form of single molecules, dimers, hydrogen-bonded 
"oligomers", and monomer aligned along the backbone of AA polymer 
chains. 
Pp tot = -d[A)/dt ==3 + Pp dim Pp olig Pp poly 
	(4) 
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The concentration of single monomer molecules is very small such that 
Rps is considered neglible. Substitution of the appropriate 
expressions into Eq. (4) then leads to Eq. (5). 
Rp tot = kp dim [A-A] [R. ] kp olig[An] [R. ] 
kp poly [ PAn] [R] 	 ( 5 ) 
The concentration of AA monomer in solution not associated with polymer 
is defined by Eq. (6). 
[Asol] = + [A A]/2 + [An] = [Atot] 	 (6) 
The concentration of "oligome.ric" and dimeric AA monomer is given by 
Eqs. (7) and (8). 
[An] 'Song [Asol ] = Kolig ([A t][PAn] ) 
	
(7 ) 
[A A] = 2 (1-Kolig) [Asoi] = 2 (1-Kong) ( [Atat] - [PAn] ) 
	
( 8 ) 
Substitution of Eqs. (7) and (8) in Eq. (5) gives Eq. (9) . 
-d[Atot]/dt = kpcur12)(1-Kcaig)([Atot] - [PAn]) [R. ] 
kpoligKolig([Atot] - [ PAn] ) [R.) + kp poly [ PAn] [R. ] (9) 
A balance around [PAn] leads to Eqs. (10). 
d[PAn]/dt = kassoc( [Atot) - [PAn] ) [Passoc] 	kp poly [PAn] [R. ] (10)  
A similar balance arcund [Pa 	] leads to Eq. (11) 
d[Passoc]/dt 	kp olig [An] 	kassoc [Aso1] [ Passoc] (2.3.) 
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Substitution of Eq. (8) into Eq. (11) leads to Eq. (11'). 
d [Passoc]Mt kpoligKolig(P4xt) - ( 13An]) 
kassocUAtot1- (Mn3 )[PasExx:] 
	
(11') 
Simultaneous solution of Eqs. (9), (10), and (11') then yields values 
for [Atot], [PAn], and [Passoo]. 
The linear polymer serves as a substrate or site along which the 
propagation reaction of AA may "zip" and thus functions much like a 
catalyst. However, since the monomer attached to this backbone becomes 
more sterically hindered after it reacts with adjacent units, it 
becomes less likely to break its hydrogen bonds and detach from the 
polymer. The polymer is in a sense "consumed" during the reaction 
since the sites for hydrogen-bonding are probably not freed for 
association with other monomer units after the initial hydrogen-bonded 
monomer has reacted. It, therefore, accelerates the reaction, but it 
should not be considered as a true catalyst. 
Most carboxylic acid monomer molecules are associated in dirneric 
or oligomeric structures [6-9]. Therefore, the amount of polymer formed 
from reaction of single monomer molecules is likely to be very small. 
The reaction rate of dimeric monomers is small relative to monomer 
associated as oligomers or with monomer aligned along the polymer. 
Also, the polymer formed from dimers is cyclic in nature such that 
association with monomer via hydrogen-bonding similar to that of the 
linear polymer chains is very unlikely. Thus, most of the polymer 
formed during the AA solution polymerization most likely results from 
reaction of monomer associated as "oligomers" in solution and from 
reaction of monomer aligned along the backbone of polymer chains formed 
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from previous reaction of Holigomexicr monomer. 
Determination of various constants in the model may be extremely 
difficult, and certainly additional experiments along with various 
simplifications of the model would be necessary to realistically 
quantify the reaction behavior. The model does, however, represent a 
more complete approach to the rather complex reaction of AA in solution 
than that of previous workers. 
Some simulations using this model have been performed. Estimates 
of some of the rate constants were based on Chapiro's [10] work. 
Chapiro used initial rate and pseudo-stationary rate data to crudely 
estimate that Pp olig = 1/6 Rp poly and Rp dim = 1/85 Rp poly'  He 
assumed that [PAn ]/[Atot ] was approximately 0.15 (based on 
measurements with bulk AA monomer [11]). Estimates of kp olig  and kp 
dim for the simulations were made by writing appropriate expressions 
based on these estimated relationships between the rates. 
kpolig = 0.15/(0.85*6) kp poly/Eolig 	 (12a) 
kp dim = 0.15/(0.85*85) kp poly/(2(1-Kolig)) 	(12b) 
A value for the free radical concentration was estimated by Eq. (13). 
[R'] = (f kd [I]/kt) 1/2 = 2.0 x 10 -8 (mole/14 
	
(13) 
Simulations were then run by initially adjusting kassoc and kp poly' 
Adjustment of k assoc had a strong influence on the value of [PA n ] 
calculated, but it had little effect on the calculated value for [Atot] 
and thus conversion. Therefore, an arbitrary value of 100.0 was 
assumed for kassoc  and kp Poly  was then adjusted to fit a set of 
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experimental data shown in Figure 11a. The value of kp poly which gave 
a reasonable fit was 3,500,000 (L/mole s) which is much greater than 
the value obtained from calculation based on Eq. (1) or from Gromov's 
data. This would be expected since reaction of monomer aligned along a 
polymer backbone most likely "zips" along at relatively high rates. 
Monomer Partitioning 
The rate of reaction for an emulsion copolymerization with water-
soluble monomer(s) depends on the rates of reaction in the particle and 
aqueous phases. The rates of reaction in each phase depends directly 
on the concentration of monomers in each reacting medium. Therefore, 
it is very important to understand how each monomer is partitioned 
between the aqueous phase, particles, and droplets. 
Simple experiments involving mixtures of acid monomer, water, and 
styrene were conducted to observe the effects of monomer/water ratio 
and DN on the partition of the acid between the aqueous and organic 
phases. No polymer particles were present, and it was assumed that the 
concentration of styrene in the aqueous phase was negligible. Results 
of these experiments are revealed in Figures 12 and 13. Increasing the 
monomer/water ratio resulted in a significant increase in the fraction 
of MAA in the organic phase, but it produced almost no effect on the 
fraction of AA distributed between the two phases. The different 
partition behavior between the two monomers may be related to 
differences in hydrophobicity. MM is more hydrophobic than AA. If 
the amount of acid is increased relative to the amount of water 
2 
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Figure 12 - Monomer Partition of AA and MAA as a 
Function of Monomer/Water Ratio 
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present, the MAA is more likely to associate with the organic phase 
than the AA due to its more hydrophobic nature, or conversely, the 
water is more likely to solvate the more hydrophilic AA monomer units 
than the less hydrophilic MAA monomer units. 
Figure 13 reveals that the partition of MAA between the two phases 
is more sensitive to EN than is AA. The fraction of MAA in the organic 
phase decreases significantly with increasing DN. AA shows only a 
moderate decrease. The decrease in partition of acid monomer into 
the particles with increasing IN is due to the electrostatic repulsion 
between the anionic surfactant molecules (which are aligned along the 
surface of the particles) and the increased amount of monomer in the 
dissociated (anionic) form. 
Thermodynamic forces control the interactions which exist between 
monomers with water, particles, droplets, and other monomers. A 
more involved experimental and theoretical approach is necessary for 
quantifying these interactions. A description of the approach taken 
for determining the interactions for AA/styrene and MAA/styrene systems 
is described in detail in the following section. 
Much attention has been given in the literature to the 
thermodynamic forces which control the partition of monomer(s) between 
particle, droplet, and aqueous phases in emulsion systems. Morton et. 
al.[13] showed that the driving force for absorption of monomer by 
particles (or droplets) is governed by differences in their partial 
molar free energies. The free energy can be divided into two 
contributions, free energy of mixing (dG mjx) and interfacial free 
energy (dGinter)* 
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dGmjx + dGint 	 (14) 
Flory and Huggins [14] presented a lattice theory for prediction of 
partial molar free energy of mixing component i in phase q for polymer 
solutions. An interfacial free energy term is added when the phases 
are finely subdivided as usually occurs in emulsion polymerization 
systems. Ugelstad [15] proposed that the Flory-Huggins approach may be 
applied provided the interaction parameters ( Xij) and the ratio of 
equivalent segments (mij) are obtained experimentally. Equations for 
the partial molar free energy for all three phases are presented below. 
[16,17]. 
(i) mormer droplets 
(ttG/RIC) 1,d= In 01,d + (1-m12 )(252,d X12°2,d2 -I- 4 Woi1/060T) 	(15) 
(°°u'in2,d= in 02,e (1-1/R11241,d X12(1/11112)01,d2 + 4ej2/(DdRT) (16) 
where, $6iq = volume fraction of component i in phase q 
mij = ratio of equivalent molecular segments between i 
and j often expressed by the ratio of molar 
volumes (Vi/Vj) 
Xij = interaction parameter between components i and j. 
D = Aiamorter 
1r= interfacial tension 
d = droplet phase ; aq = aqueous phase ; p = particle phase 
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1 = acid 
	
2 = styrene 	P = copolymer 
(ii) Eroncrner-polymer particles 
(°G/R2) 1,p= 11101,p + (1r°12)02,p+(1-m1p)C6p,p X1202,p2 X1,p95P,p
2 
	
(X12+3(1,p-1112X2,p)02,p0p,p + 4 15;171/(CPPT) 	(17) 
(AG/Irf ) 2,p= In 02,p + (1-1/m12 )01,p +(l-m2p)0p,p + 4 ypi:72/(DpRT) 
+1/11112 [x1201., p241111.2x2 , pr6P, p2± (X12±1n12x2 p xl , p) 01 	ID] (18 ) 
(iii) aqueous phase 
(6G/RT) 1,aq= 1n 01,aq + (1-m12 )62,aq + (1-m114)0w,aq + X1202,aq2 
 XI,A,a 2(4 	02 , 204 w,aq (X12 Xlw X2 , 1.7112) 
	
(19) 
If styrene is used as monomer 2, then due to its low solubility 
(0.5g/L), one may consider 0 2,aq (0.0005) to be negligible relative 
to the other terms in the equation, thus (19) reduces to (19') 
(NG/RT) 1,aq= ln 01,aq + (1-miw)k,aq + Xl,w0v„ aci2 
	
(19') 
Guillot [18] states that a simplified form of the free energy Eq. (20) 
in the aqueous phase may be written for monomers with low solubility. 
(16G/FE02,arr in 02,aq 
	 (20) 
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However, it is not clear how Guillot obtains this simplification. 
Therefore, the full form of the free energy equation (20') for styrene 
in the aqueous phase is used in this work- 
(4G/R1)2,aq7 1n02,aq + (1 -1/m12 )61,aq 4- (1-m2,w) OW,aq X1201,aq2 
X2, 6 ,a: 051,aillw,aq (X12 m12X2,w Xl,w) 	(20') 
A series of material balances may be written for this two monomer 
sYstem- 
(1) phases 
01,1) 02 ,10 (6P,P = 1 
01, d + 02, d = 1 
01,aq 02,aq 0w,aq = 1 
(ii) components 
A0.171 (1-X1)=;11,pVp+01,dVd+61,ag Vag 
B0V2 (1-X2 )702,pyp+02,ge0 2,acisfaq 
AJPAl+BO7pBX2-1-VSeeeOp V P 
Wo w kagYaq 
polymer particles 
	(21) 
droplets 	 (22) 




styrene 	 (25) 
copolymer 	 (26) 
water 	 (27) 
mcies 
where, Ao , Bo , and Wo are initial maszes of acid, styrene, and water, 
respeCtively. X1 and X2 are mass conversions of acid and styrene, 
respectively. CVO 	,,o I«, volv.-se 0 -f cooy °molt - ji) 
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Equilibrium Between Mbnamertpolymer Particles and the Aqueous Phase 
The free energies of all existing phases at equilibrium are 
equivalent. 
(4G/Fa) i,p - (eiG/Fa) i,aq = 0 	 (28) 
Eq. (17) - Eq. (19) = 0 	 (28') 
(aG/P0)2,p 	(aWRI)2,aq = 
	
(29) 
Eq. (18) - Eq. (20') = 0 	 (29') 
Equations (28') and (29') contain a large number of unknown 
parameters, namely, m12 , mlw, mi,p , m2,p, X12 , Xl,p , X2,p , and Xl,w . 
Before presenting a method of obtaining these parameters, equilibrium 
between the aqueous phase and monomer droplets is addressed. The 
appropriate equations for equilibrium between monomer present in 
these two phases are as follows. 
(4GVRT) 1,aq - (4G/RT)I ,d = 0 
	
(30) 




( 4G/ 42 ) 2,aq - PG/R11 2,d = 
	
(31) 
Eq. (20') - Eq. (16) = 0 	 (31') 
Additional unknown parameters are rd and Dd. Experimental 
determination of most of these parameters is necessary as noted by 
Ugelstad [15]. Because of the large number of unknown parameters, 
simplifications in these equations, and thus simplification of the 
experiments needed to obtain these parameters was pursued. 
A first step is modification of Eq. (28') to produce Eq. (28") 
for the limiting case that 0 2,p = 0 (i.e. only acid monomer is added to 
a mixture of polymer particles). 
In 01,p + (1 - ml,p)01/,,p + Xl,p0p,p2 + 4 ZpN71/(DpF27) 
- [ In  01,aq ( 1 mlw)0w,aq x1,w0w,aq2 ] = 0 
	
(28") 
The unknown parameters are then X 1,p, m1 w, X1, w, and m1, p. Since 
the ratio of molecular segments for a monomer and polymer is usually 
very small, a common assumption is that m l,p (arid m2,p) = 0. The ratio 
of molar volumes for the acid and water can be used as a reasonable 
estimate of mi,w. The remaining two parameters are then X 1,p and Xi,w, 
and these were fitted to experimental data using Eq. (28"). 
Experimental data were generated by adding various amazit.s of acid 
to a mixture of seed particles, mixing for at least 30 minutes, 
separating the aqueous and particle phases (filtration), and subsequent 
measurement of the acid remaining in the aqueous phase (titration). 
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This was repeated for various monomer/seed ratios for both MAA and AA 
monomers. The partition of acid monomer between the aqueous and 
particle phases determined from these experiments is shown in Figures 
14 and 15 for AA and MM, respectively. 
The two-monomer interaction parameter, X12 , was obtained by 
repeating the above experiments with the addition of various amounts 
of styrene for each quantity of acid added, then fitting the data with 
Eq. (28'). The ratio of molar volumes of the two monomers were used to 
estimate m12. Care was taken not to add styrene in sufficient amount 
so as to form droplets since Eq. (14') does not apply if droplets are 
present. Data from Jansson [19] provided estimates of the maximum 
amounts of monomer which could be added so as to swell the particles 
without forming droplets. It was also assumed that all of the styrene 
added was present in the particles since its solubility in water is 
En] 
very low (0.5g/L). Values for the fitted parameters obtained from the 
experimental data are listed in Table 5. 
The fitted parameters can then be substituted into Eqs. (21) - 
(31). Solution of this system of 11 independent equations gives the 
partition of the monomer (for the case of Interval II) between the 
three phases via the following 11 dependent variables:01,p, 02,p, ep,p, 
01,d, 02,d, 01,aqr 02,aq, Ciw,aq,  Vp, Vd, and Vaq. 
The number of equations is reduced to 8 for the case of Interval 
III in which case no droplets are present. The following 8 dependent 
sk,pf 932,p , 6P,p, variables may then be calculated for this case: 
0 	0 	/3 1,aq , 2,aq, w,ag, Vp, and Vaq. 
AA PARTITION DATA W/RAP 139 PARTICLES 




Figure 14 - Partition of AA Between Aqueous and 
Particle Phases 
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Figure 15 - Partition of MAA Between Aqueous and 
Particle Phases 
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There are four independent variables which depend directly on the 
recipe, namely Ao, Bo, lifo, and Vim . 	 - 
A check of the fitted parameters was made by substituting the 
values into the series of 8 equations with 8 unknowns, solving for the 
unknown values, and comparing these values to the experimentally 
measured ones. The entire series of 11 equations with 11 unknowns does 
Table 5 - Fitted Parameters Obtained from Monomer Partition Experiments 
AA !IAA 
X1, p 2.287 2.911 
X1,w 6.720 8.176 
X12 0.507 0.538 
Values of other parameters used: 
ml,w* 3.816 4.705 
m1,2* 0.597 0.735 
X2,w 17.5 17.5 
X 2,p 	_3 
= 5.0x10 N/m 
* Equal to the ratio of the molar volumes of each component 
not apply since the partition experiments were designed to avoid 
droplet formation. Typical results are shown below in Table 6 for MAA 
and AA in which the experimental value, denoted by EXP, is compared to 
the calculated value, denoted by X, based on the fitted parameters. A 
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check on additional experimental data was made, and similar agreement 
between the experimental and calculated values was obtained. (The 
value for X2,w was not obtained directly from the experimental data. 
It was estimated then adjusted to give the best fit of EXP and X. The 
value of 17.5 gave the best fit independent of whether MAA or AA data 
were used.) 
Table 6 - Comparison of Experimental and Calculated Monomer Partition 
Data 
MAA (5.0 ml) 	 AA (5.0 ml) 
Styrene (1.0 ml) Styrene (1.0 ml) 
01 n  
0 	= 









































The close match to the calculated and experimental values suggests 
that the fitted interaction parameters are reasonable. The only value 
which appears to show significant disagreement is 0 2,aq. This value is 
the volume fraction of styrene in the aqueous phase and was the only 
parameter not determined experimentally. The value reported was 
obtained from literature [12]. 
Emulsion Copolymerization Model  
Aqueous-Phase Free Radical Concentration in Emulsion Copolymerization 
Systems 
Emulsion copolymerization with at least one monomer which has a 
high degree of water-solubility probably involves a significant amount 
of polymerization in the aqueous phase. A kinetic model for emulsion 
copolymerization of these types of systems requires that the 
concentration of free radicals in the aqueous phase be known. A useful 
expression for obtaining the aqueous phase free-radical concentration 
can be derived by the following method. 
Reactions affecting all water phase radical species are listed in 
Table 7. Corresponding rate expressions are also listed. An 
expression for the rate of change of initiator free radical species can 
be written as follows: 
d[I*]/dt= rate of formation - rate of monomer - rate o 	tion 





- rate of termination 
w/ oligamer radicals 
- rate of capture 
by particles 
+ rate of,desorption 
fcre-particles 
(32) - rate of pture 
by celles 
Due to the high concentration of monomer relative to the 
concentration of initiator radicals, it is unlikely that termination 
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Table 7 - Reactions Affecting Water Phase Radical Species 
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1. decctposition 





I* + Aw 	RIA* 
kIB  
I* + Bw 	RIB* 
Rd = 2fkd [I2 ] 
RIA=kiA[A] w [I*] 






5b. (j=1 to j cr_i) 
5c.  
5d.  
6a. capture of ini- 
iator and oli- 





7b. particles  
I* + impurities ->inactive 
products 
ktwII 







AW 	p +1Alt 
kpAB 
+ Br../ --.)Rj+18* 






+ P 	PA* 
4. to, kcj 13 . 	... B.* 
kdesl 
PI 	+ P 
kdesA 
PA*----) RiA* +P  
Pdeac=2(1-f) kd[ I2 ] 
PtwII = ktwII [ '*]2 
Rterm=([RjA*]ktwIA 
[RjB* ] ctwIB) [ I* ] 
kwI[Rtot] [ 1* ] 
Rp2NA 3CIDA2k f RiA* [A] w 
PpAffkpAB [Rje ][ B] w 
PPEA=kpBA [RjB*] [A] w 
PpBB=kpBB [Rj B* ] [ 13]W 
Rci=kapp [I*] 
RcA=kcjANp [RjA* ] 
RcB7kcjBNp [Ri B*] 
RdesrkdesI(Np 1VNA) 
kit s 









Table 7 (continued) 
2 6 
kdesB 
PB* --3)RjB* P 
. ktWAA 
PIA* RjA* 	 Rterektw[Ri*][Rbot* ] 
Where Tc.t,p1/(1+Lw) (IctwAA+Iv ctwab+Lw2ktwBB) 
7c. 









 I* + 
kMcA 






Pcru-- kc.DIND [ 1* 
ReDA=kcDAND [ Rj A* ] 
RcDffkcDBND[RjB* ] 
RMcI=kMcINMe[ I* ] 
PlIcA=kticANMc[RjA* ] 
FNcB kMcBNMc [Rj 13*] 
8b.  
8c.  
9a. capture of initi-
ator and oligamer 
9b. by monomer drops 
9c.  
10a. capture of initi-
ator and ologamer 
10b. radicals by 
micelles 
10c.  




+ D __..3PD * 
kCDB • D 	PDB* 
kMcI 
Mc ---k) PMI* 
* Chain Transfer reactions in the aqueous phase may also be included. 
However, they do not change the total number of radicals, [R to ], in 
the aqueous phase. They only change the identity of the radical 
species from A* to B* or vice versa. Since only [Rto.e] is needed in 
the model, chain transfer reactions are not included m Table 7. 
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between two initiator radicals will occur. The initiator free radical 
is very reactive and has a short life-time. Therefore, -the third and 
last four terms may be neglected. The resulting expression is given by 
Eq. (33). 
d[I*]/dt = 2 fkd[I2 ] - [kiii[Ajw + kiB[B]w][I*] 	ktwI [Ptot][I* ] 	(33) 
A balance on the monorrer radicals (j=1) is given by Eq. (34). 
d[RA]/dt= rate of initiation -- rate of formation - rate of termination 
of monomer molecules of j=2 mess 	w/ initiator radicals 
- rate of termination - rate of capture - rate of 	e by 
w/ oligamer radicals by particles no  m nk micelles 
+ rate of desorption 	 (34) 
from particles 
Capture by monomer droplets is usually negligible, and if the 
surfactant level is kept below its critical micelle concentration, 
micelles will not be present in the system. Applying the assumption 
that the identity of a radical A* or B* is independent of chain length 
gives, 





RIB =I R1/(1 + Iv) . 
	 (35b) 
The rate expression can then be written by Eq. (36). 
d[Ri*]/dt=(kI [A]w + km[B]w)[I*] Ri*/(1+It4)[( kPAAtLWIcpBA) [.A]w 
(kigiBtit.B13) [ 13];4] 	1 :twi[R1*) [ 1*] 	Rtw[R1*] [Ptot4] 
-7ccl[R1*]Np kdes(Np n Ala) 
	
(36) 




BtOt = r  !Z:J = 	11"jA, lqjB 
kw = (1 + /0 2 ( ttwAA VtwAB IiiktwBB) 
 kci = kcik[Rie] kc1B[R1B*]  
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[RiA*] + [RIB*] 
and Lw is a term introduced by Nomura which assumes that the 
probability of a radical ending with an A* or B* unit is independent of 
chain length, and that the change in the proportion of the radicals is 
small over the course of the reaction period. Then L T.,/ can be defined 
by 
LW = [Rje]/[RiA* ] = kpAB[B]wi (kpak[A]w) 
Next, a balance is written on the j mer radicals with j > 1. 
d[Rj*]/dt = rate of formation 
of j mer 
- rate of termination - 
w/ oligamer radicals 
+ rate of 	rption 
from isles 
rate of formation - rate of termination 
of j+1 mer 	w/ initiator radicals 
rate of capture - rate of,dapture 
by particles by 	, micelles 
(37) 
Again, capture by droplets and micelles can be neglected relative to 
capture by seed particles. Desorption from latex particles is also 
unlikely if j is much larger than one. The resulting rate expression 
is given by Eq.(38). (Note that Eq. (35) has been extended to include 
radicals of length j.) 
d[Ri *]/dt = [Ri *]/(1+1.0 [cppiA+IvicpBA] [A] w + (Icrga+IvIcpBB) [B] w) 
- [Rj+1*] (l+t,)  [Icpia+It6Bizi) [A]w (kploll-wicpsa) [B]w] 




where, 	Kcj = kcjA[RjA*] kcjB[RjB*] 
[RiA*:1 + [Rig*] 
[Rj*] = [RjA*] 	[Rje] 
The steady state assumption must be applied in order to solve the 
j cr system of equations. The derivatives are all set to zero and the 
i r. equations are summed yielding Eq. (39). 
2ficd[I2 ] - 2rc..wi [Rtoe] [I*] - kL 1[Rj*] [Rtot*]  - Np kc j [Rj *] 
kdes(Np n/Na ) 
- [Rjcr-i*]/(1+1-w) [ (kpAA + 1-wkpEA) [A] w + (kpB  + 1-wkpEE) [13] w] = 0 (39) 
One may then define kc, an average radical capture constant, as was 
done by Ugelstad, 
ko = 	kci [Ri* ]/Rtot 
and rewrite the expression for the average termination constant, 
ict4f-[111j * ] [Blot*  = KL-w[Rtot* ] 2 
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A more simplified equation then follows: 
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2ficd [I2 ] — 2rct3,7 	*][1*) — ictw[Rtoti] 2 — ic.Np [Rtot*] kdes (Np irvNA) 
—E>,471/0.-1-1.0 [(cpAik itgkpak) 	+ (cpkisiqvicpBB)[}3] w]-= 0 	(40) 
This equation is of the same form as that derived by Ugelstad for 
homopolymerization. Several additional assumptions can be made to 
simplify this expression. 
1. Since seeds are present, flocculation of oligomers onto seed 
particles should be great enough that few oligomer species can reach 
the critical chain length needed for homogeneous nucleation of 
particles. Therefore, [RI. -Jcr-1*] should be very small (especially 
compared to [R c*]), and the last term can be neglected. 
2. Since the initiator is so reactive, and the concentration of monomer 
in the aqueous phase is high (due to the high water-solubility of the 
acid monomers used in this study), [1*] should be small, and the second 
term can be neglected. 
These simplifications lead to Eq. (41). 
2fkd[I2 ] - ift-w[Rtot*] 2 rceNpERtatfl + kdes (Np n NA) = 0 	 (41) 
Application of the quadratic formula leads to a direct solution for 
[Rtot*] • 
= (TceNp) 2 + 4ktw (kdes (Np n/NA) + 2fkd[I2]) 
2 Kt.,/ 
- TccNp 	(42) 
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Extension to Rate Expression for Diffusion-Controlled Aqueous-Phase 
Dolymerization 
The rationale used in the previous derivation of [Rtiot*]  can be 
used in deriving an expression for diffusion-controlled aqueous phase 
copolymerization in an emulsion system. The rate expression is given 
by Eq. (43). 
Rpaq = - (d[A] + d[B])/dt = kAA[A*]w[A]w + kAB[A*]w[B]w 
kRB[B*]w[B]w + kBA[B*]w[A]w 	 (43) 
A steady-state concentration is assumed for each type of radica l. 
kak[Bic]w[A]w = kAB[Air]w[B]w (44) 
Steady-state is also assumed for the total concentration of radicals 
which normally leads to an expression of the form 
Rinitiation = Rtennination 
	 (45) 
However, as shown in the previous discussion involving an emulsion 
system, radical capture by latex particles and radical desorption from 
latex particles are important. Therefore, Eq. (45) must be modified: 
Rinithtion =" Rtermination Rcapture Rdesorption 
	(45') 
which leads to Eq. (4 6). 
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Ri = 2ktAB UAlqw + [B*]w)2  + icc ([A*] w + [Bit] w)Np - kdes (Nip 31/NA) 	(46) 
Rearranging and solving for the free radical concentration gives 
[A*]w + [131 ] w = [Rtot*]w =P cNp) 2+4(2ktAB (Ri+kdes (Np n,/NA))) -1ccp 
4 ktAB 
(46') 
where 2ktab = Tctw used in Eq. (42). 
Solving for [Er] w from equation Eq. (44), 
[Bit] w = kAB [A*]w[B] w/(kBA [A] w) 
	
(47) 
and plugging into Eq. (46') and rearranging gives 
[A*] /A, = J (kcNp) 2 + 8ktAB (Ri+k;zies (Np n/NA)) - kcNp 	 (48) 
4ktAB (1 + k B [B]w/(kBA[A] w) 
Combining Eq. (47) and Eq. (48) and substituting into Eq. (43) 
leads to Eq. (49). First, however, define Z =[A*] w given by Eq. (48). 
Men, 
RpacrkAA[A] wZ + kAB [B] wZ + kBB [B] w (kAB/kBA)[B] w/[A] wZ + kAB [B] wZ (49) 
Let rA = kAA/kAB, and rB = kBB/kBA, then 
Rpaq = (kAA[A]w + 2kAB [B]w + kBBrB [B] w2/[A] w) Z 
	
(49') 
Substitution for Z and appropriate rearrangement leads to Eq. (49"). 
Pp aq = ( J (I-CcNp ) 2 + 8ktAB(REFIccies (Np n/NA)) - kcNp) 
4/CtAB (ra [A] wikAik rB [B] w/kBB ) 
x (rA [A] w2+ 2[A] w [B] w+ rB [B] w2 ) 	(49") 
The overall emulsion copolymerization model then takes the form: 
Pp tot = Pp Ap + Pp Bp Pp aq (50) 
where the equations for rates of reaction in the particles are given by 
Nanura. 
Pp Ap = -d[A]p/dt = [kpAA (1/ (1+A) ) + koik (W (1+A) ) ] [A] p (N ri/NA) (51) 
Pp = -d[B]p/cit = NEB (A,/(1-4A)) + kpAB (1/(1+A))] [B] p (Np TVNA) (52) 
and A = riB/r-TA = (kpAA/kpBB) (rB/rA) ([B]p/[A]p) 
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Initial Emulsion Copolymerization Reactions with MAA/Styrene and 
AA/Styrene 
Initial emulsion copolymerization reactions with AA/styrene and 
MAA/styrene have been run under seeded conditions and with the 
concentration of surfactant above the critical micelle concentration. 
(See Table 8 for the recipes used.) Conversion transients for 
Table 8 - Recipes for Initial Emulsion Copolymerization Runs 
STAA3 STYMAA1 
(gran) (grams) 
Acid 40 40 
Styrene 160 160 
Water 606 617 
Initiator 1.35 1.35 
Seed - RAP 139* 143 133 
(29% polymer, 7% SDS) 
* The surfactant (SDS) used in the runs was that already present in the 
seed latex. 
overall and individual monomer conversions are shown for AA/styrene and 
MAA/styrene in Figures 16 and 17, respectively. Since the surfactant 
concentration exceeded the critical micelle concentration, new particle 
generation probably occurred. The AA, reacted less rapidly than 
styrene despite the fact that it has a much higher propagation 
constant. Styrene's faster reaction rate is attributed to its high 
concentration inside the particles. The MAA, however, reacted faster 
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M. MAA partitions more into the particles than does M such that its 
concentration in the particles, like that of styrene, is relatively 
high compared to AA. These results amplify the importance of 
understaxxlincj how the individual monomers partition between the various 
phases before attempting to predict reaction rates. 
Future Work 
Future work will include a series of seeded copolymerization 
reactions with surfactant concentrations below the critical micelle 
concentration. Individual monomer conversions, partition of monomers, 
particle sizes, and molecular weights will be measured for samples 
collected over the conversion period. Additional investigations 
utilizing nuclear magnetic resonance and spectrophotometry will be 
conducted to better understand the molecular structure of the copolymer 
and hopefully determine the cxitical chain length needed for primary 
particle formation. Emulsion copolymerization reactions will also be 
conducted at various DN to better understand the role of the anionic 
form of the acid monomer in the acid/styrene reactions. Efforts at 
modeling these reactions will also be continued. Further work 
involving the solution polymerization of FA may also be necessary in 
order to determine an adequate expression to use in the emulsion 
cc polymerization model which accounts for the propagation reaction of 
this monomer with itself. 
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Introduction 
Progress on the PhD thesis research entitled "Batch Emulsion Copolymeriza-
tion with Carboxylic Acids" is presented in the following report for the period 
11/87 through 3/88. Topics discussed in the report include kinetic data for seeded, 
batch emulsion copolymerizations of acrylic acid (AA)/styrene and methacrylic acid 
(MAA)/styrene systems. Data is presented in the form of mass of monomer i re-
acted versus time and conversion of monomer (individual and overall) versus time. 
The validity of the data is checked by comparing overall conversion/time curves 
obtained from gravimetric analysis and gas chromatography. Copolymer composi-
tions obtained from the experimental data are shown as a function of overall conver-
sion. The reaction rates of a MAA/styrene copolymerization in which 'cleaned' and 
' uncleaned' monomers were utilized are presented. The same recipe and reaction 
conditions were used in each run. 
This report also includes a brief discussion of reactivity ratios for the MAA/ 
styrene and AA/styrene systems. Initial results for particle size measurements are 
also presented. Partition data presented in the previous progress report (period 
6/87 through 11/87) for acid monomer which was neutralized between 0 and 100% 
with NaOH is reexamined in order to determine whether the acid monomer in 
both the organic and the acid phases is neutralized to the same extent. Finally, a 
possible approach for modelling emulsion copolymerization reactions at a degree of 
neutralization (DN)> 0 is discussed. 
1 
Kinetic Data 
The standard recipe for each of the seeded emulsion copolymerization reactions 
is given below: 
K2S208 	 5.0 mMoles/Lal 
Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate (SDS) 	 4.0 mMoles/L aq 
(CMC = 9.0 mMoles/Laq) 
Seed (particle diameter 27 nm) 	30 grams of solid polymer 
(— 3.05 x 1018 particles/Lag) 
Monomer 	 200 grams total 
(Acid/Styrene Ratios) 	 (20/180, 40/160, 70/130) 
DI Water 	 Balance to give 1000 grams total 
All reactions were run at 85°C in a nitrogen purged, agitated, 1.0 L glass vessel. 
The stirrer consisted of a 2-bladed paddle agitator operated at about 600 RPM. 
The following procedure was used in each run. Carboxylated, styrene seed latex 
was mixed for 24 to 48 hours with an anionic/cationic ion exchange resin (Bio-
Rex MSZ 501) in order to remove excess surfactant. The amount of surfactant 
removed from the seed was determined gravimetrically. De-ionized water, 'cleaned' 
seed, and SDS (an amount which combined with the SDS remaining on the seed 
gave a concentration of 4.0 mMoles/L.4 ) was added to the reactor. Nitrogen was 
bubbled into the reactor and heating via internal stainless steel heating coils was 
begun. When the reactor temperature reached approximately 85°C, styrene was 
slowly added through a dropping funnel The acid monomer was then added in 
the same manner.' Fast addition of either monomer would tend to "shock" the seed 
resulting in coagulation. The nitrogen purge line was pulled to the level of the 
2 
solution after the monomer addition to prevent polymer from coagulating at the 
interface of the nitrogen bubbles. The system was allowed to equilibrate for 1 to 2 
minutes, and a sample was taken to make sure that thermal polymerization had not 
occurred. The relatively short equilibration time was utilized in order to minimize 
the risk of thermal polymerization occurring before addition of the initiator. 20 to 
25 mL samples were extracted with a syringe every 0.5 to 2.0 minutes for about 10 
to 16 minutes. The samples were immediately injected into a chilled hydroquinone 
solution and immersed in an ice bath to quench the reaction. The reaction mixture 
was post-reacted for about 30 minutes after the last sample was taken. The overall 
conversion was measured by drying about 5 grams of each sample overnight in an 
oven and performing a mass balance on the dried solids. 
Individual monomer conversions were obtained by gas chromatography (GC) 
using a Varian 3300. 5.0 mL portions of the reaction samples were diluted with 
a mixture of SDS solution, 'uncleared' seed, and an internal standard solution. 
The SDS solution and seed were added to help disperse the styrene homogeneously 
throughout the GC samples. Styrene is essentially insoluble (0.5 g/L) in water. 
The internal standards consisted of amyl alcohol for the MAA/styrene system and 
ethylene glycol for the AA/styrene system. Two to four injections per sample 
were made. The average area ratio of area monomer/area internal standard were 
obtained for different known monomer concentrations and used to form a calibration 
curve. This calibration curve was the:n used to determine monomer concentrations 
in each of the reaction samples. 
Figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 reveal the mass reaction rates of MAA/styrene and 
AA/styrene copol1merizations at acid monomer weight ratios of 20/180, 40/160, 
and 70/130. The bold, horizontal lines on each graph represent, from bottom to 
3 
top, the amount of acid monomer, styrene monomer, and total monomer fed to the 
reactor. The same data is plotted in Figures 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 in the form of 
individual and overall monomer conversion versus time. 
The seeded reactions required only 10 to 20 minutes to reach high conversion. 
Unseeded homopolymerization reactions of styrene often require several hours to 
reach high conversion. The use of the seed causes the reaction to occur much more 
quickly. These reaction rates with the acids are slightly faster than the reaction rate 
of a seeded styrene homopolymerization as shown by experimental data in Figure 
13 and by simulation in Figure 14. (The simulation calculations used constants 
which reflected the actual operating conditions used in the reaction. A value for 
the propagation constant of styrene at 85°, kp=900 L/mole s, was obtained from 
the literature. The number of particles, N p=3.05E18, was based on the amount 
of seed used. The amount of swelling of the particles (volume of monomer in 
particles/volume of polymer in particles szs1.5) was based on work with styrene 
polymerizations performed by Jansson [3]. The average number of radicals per 
particle was varied from 0.1 to 0.3. A value of W=0.25 gives a good fit to the 
experimental data.) The slight increase in rate when acid monomer is present is 
expected due to the higher propagation constants of these acids (16,000 L/mole s, 
MAA; 100,000 - 250,000 L/mole s, AA) relative to styrene (900 L/mole s). 
MAA reacts more quickly than does AA despite the fact that its propagation 
constant is less than that of AA. The reason for its faster rate is attributed to the fact 
that it is more hydrophobic than AA so that it distributes to a greater extent inside 
the particles where the monomer concentrations are higher than in the aqueous 
phase. MAA reaches high conversion at about the same time as styrene. However, 
for the same ratios of acid/styrene, the AA conversion significantly lags that of 
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Figure 1: Mass ruction rates for emulsion copolymerization of MAA/styrene in a 
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Figure 2: Mass reaction rates for emulsion copolymerization of MAA/styrene in a 
weight ratio of 40/160. 
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Figure 3: Mass ruction rates for emulsion copolymerization of MAA/styrene in a 
weight ratio of 70/130. 
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Figure 4: Mass reaction rates for emulsion copolymerization of AA/styrene in a 
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Figure 5: Mass reaction rates for emulsion copolymerization of AA/styrene in a 
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Figure 6: Mass reaction rates for emulsion copolymerization of AA/styrene in a 
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Figure 7: Conversion/time curves for emulsion copolymerization of MAA/styrene 
in a weight ratio of 20/180. 
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Figure 8: Conversion/time curves for emulsion copolymerization ofMA/styrene in 
a weight ratio of 40/160. 
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Figure 9: Conversion/time curves for emulsion copolymerization of MAA/styrene 
in a weight ratio of 70/130. 
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Figure 10: Convetsion/time curves for emulsion copolymerization of AA/styrene in 
a weight ratio of 20/180. 
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Figure 11: Conversion/time curves for emulsion copolymerization of AA/styrene in 
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Figure 12: Conversion/time curves for emulsion copolymerization of AA/styrene in 
a weight ratio of 70/130. 
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styrene. A substantial portion of AA does not react until after most of the styrene 
monomer has been depleted. These differences in the AA and MAA reaction rates 
produce significant differences in the acid/styrene copolymer compositions which 
will be discussed later. 
The conversion-time curves for AA in the three AA/styrene reactions reveal a 
rather unusual feature. The conversion appears to jump to about 12 to 17% over 
the first minute. It then tends to level out for about another minute before climbing 
at a more consistent rate. Some additional data obtained from unseeded reactions 
run at lower temperatures reveals this same trend. 
One explanation for this behavior may be that an equilibration process between 
acid inside the particles and acid in the aqueous phase may be occurring. The 
reaction rate initially may be so high in the particles that it exceeds the rate at 
which acid from the aqueous phase diffuses into the particles to resupply the main 
reaction site. MAA, which diffuses more easily into the particles than AA, does 
not exhibit this behavior. Very simple mass transfer calculations, however, reveal 
that diffusion into such small particles is normally very fast. Therefore, unless the 
diffusion coefficients for AA into the particles are greatly reduced due to the solid 
polymer comprising the particles, or additional resistances due to surfactant and/or 
polymer at the particle interface impede the ability of the AA monomer to enter 
the particle, this reasoning may not be valid. 
A better explanation may be that the initial reaction occurs in the aqueous 
phase since partition experiments suggest that about 90% of the AA is present in 
this phase at the start of the reaction. Very little styrene reacts over the first minute, 
but about 15- to 20% of the AA reacts over this period. The primary reaction site 
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Figure 13: Rate of reaction of seeded homopolymerization of styrene. The recipe 
and reaction conditions were identical to those used in the acid/styrene copolymer-
izations except that no acid was used in the reaction. 
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Figure 14: Simulated results for the rate of reaction of seeded homopolymerization 
of styrene. The recipe and reaction conditions assumed were identical to those used 
in the acid/styrene copolymerizations except that no acid was used in the reaction. 
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become large enough and hydrophobic enough (due to a small portion of styrene 
monomer which is available for reaction in the aqueous phase) to become irreversibly 
attracted to the particles. Reactions with MAA do not result in this 'plateau' in 
the conversion/time curve. However, the amount of MAA in the aqueous phase is 
much less than that of AA due to its more hydrophobic nature. Only about 50% 
of the MAA is present in the aqueous phase at the start of the reaction based on 
initial partition experiments. 
Another point to consider is that the homopolymerization reaction of AA is 
not a simple free-radical addition reaction as discussed in the previous report. AA 
monomer may complex with itself and with linear AA polymer chains along which 
the propagation may quickly 'zip'. This complicated reaction mechanism may con- 
tribute to the unusual behavior observed in the copolymer system. Further investi-
gation into these phenomena will continue. 
Test for Reliability of the Conversion Data 
Initial work with the gas chromatograph proved to be very trying. Gross in-
consistencies in the overall conversion obtained from gravimetry and GC analysis 
caused initial data to be very unreliable. Inhomogeneous mixtures of the unreacted 
styrene contributed to some of these problems. Various improvements in sample 
preparation procedures and operation of the gas chromatograph were explored un-
til these inconsistencies were eliminated. Conversion data is deemed to be reliable 
when overall conversions obtained from gravimetry and gas chromatography agreed 
within ± 5%. Plots of overall conversion versus time obtained by these two meth-
oda for the previous six reactions are shown in Figures 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, and 20. 
20 
Except for some inconsistency at high conversion in run STY/AA-6, the agreement 
between the two methods appears to be very good. 
Copolymer Composition 
Compositions for the copolymer formed in each of the six reactions were calcu-
lated from the experimental data using bulk reaction assumptions. (These calcula-
tions will need to be modified once more partition data is obtained.) The data were 
replotted as mass of monomer i reacted versus overall conversion and fitted by a 
third order polynomial via regression analysis to give an equation of the following 
form: 
Mass Monomer i Reacted = A + BX + CX 2 + DX3 	(1) 
where X = overall fractional conversion. The equations were then used to obtain 
overall monomer concentrations over the conversion period. The change in monomer 
concentrations over small increments of conversion were then calculated and used 
to determine both the instantaneous and cumulative copolymer compositions. The 
results for all six runs are shown in Figurers 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, and 26. Extrapolation 
of the regression equations beyond the point at which overall conversions were 
measured (> 85 to 90%) produced cumulative copolymer compositions which did 
not exactly match the feed compositions in some cases. This discrepancy was most 
noticeable in the AA/styrene runs because as much as 40% of the acid reacted during 
the last 10% of the overall conversion period. Since data during this last portion of 
the overall reaction was not taken, the fitted regresion equations could not predict 
the sharp change in the shape of the mass AA versus overall fractional conversion 
21 
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Figure 15: Comparison of overall conversion obtained from gravimetry and gas 
4 
chromatography for emulsion copolymerization of MAA/styrene at a weight ratio 
of 20/180. 
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Figure 16: Comparison of overall conversion obtained from gravimetry and gas 
chromatography for emulsion copolymerization of MAA/styrene at a weight ratio 
of 40/160. 
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Figure 17: Comparison of overall conversion obtained from gravimetry and gas 
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Figure 18: Comparison of overall conversion obtained from gravimetry and gas 
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Figure 19: Comparison of overall conversion obtained from gravimetry and gas 
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Figure 20: Comparison of overall conversion obtained from gravimetry and gas 
chromatography for emulsion copolymerization of AA/styrene at a weight ratio of 
70/130. 
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curve over the last 10% overall conversion. Therefore, copolymer composition curves 
at high conversions were not calculated for these runs. The expected shape of these 
curves, however, was estimated for high conversions. These estimated values are 
given by the dashed lines in the previous figures. 
Several runs, expecially with acrylic acid, revealed a decreasing then increasing 
trend in the instantaneous copolymer composition curves. This type of behavior 
may be influenced by the initial plateau in the conversion/time curve for AA. Thus 
a possible non-equilibrium situation may have a significant influence, not only on 
the kinetics, but also on the initial copolymer compositions. 
Reactivity Ratios 
Calculation of reactivity ratios in an emulsion system should account for the 
partition of the monomers between the particle and aqueous phases. However, 
since detailed partition data is not yet at hand, initial calculations of reactivity 
ratios using the Mayo-Lewis approach for bulk or solution sytems were performed. 
Several points were taken from each of the runs at the three different monomer 
ratios and used to calculate R e versus R. (reactivity ratios for styrene and acid, 
respectively) lines via the Mayo-Lewis method. Each pair of points from a single 
run should produce the same Re versus R. line. Variation between the lines ob-
tained from pairs of monomer conversion values did exist in some cases. Therefore, 
an 'average' line was used for each of the three runs and plotted in Figure 27 for 
the MAA/styrene system. The point of intersection of the lines from the three 
different runs identifies the reactivity ratios. The intersection triangle is supposed 
• 	4 
to represent the experimental error. Results for the AA/styrene reactions did not 
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Figure 21: Instantaneous and cumulative copolymer compositions calculated from 
experimental' data from emulsion copolymerization of MAA and styrene in a weight 
ratio of 20/180. Partition of the monomers was not taken into account in the 
calculations. 
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Figure 22: Instantaneous and cumulative copolymer compositions calculated from 
experimental iiata from emulsion copolymerization of MAA and styrene in a weight 
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Figure 23: Instantaneous and cumulative copolymer compositions calculated from 
experimental_data from emulsion copolymerization of MAA and styrene in a weight 
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Figure 24: Instantaneous and cumulative copolymer compositions calculated from 
experimental data 4from emulsion copolymerization of AA and styrene in a weight 
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Figure 25: Instantaneous and cumulative copolymer compositions calculated from 
experimental data from emulsion copolymerization of AA and styrene in a weight 
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Figure 26: Instantaneous and cumulative copolymer compositions calculated from 
experimental data from emulsion copolymerization of AA and styrene in a weight 
ratio of 70/130. Partition of the monomers was not taken into account in the 
calculations. 
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produce reasonable results. The exclusion of partition information may have con-
tributed to the problems in calculating reactivity ratios for the AA/styrene system. 
Nevertheless, better methods are needed to calculate reactivity ratios for emulsion 
reaction systems involving carboxylic acids. These methods should account for the 
partitioning of the monomers for emulsion systems as discussed by Schuller [1]. 
Reaction Rates of Cleaned and Uncleaned Monomers 
All of the reactions discussed to this point employed monomers which contained 
a small amount of inhibitor added by the manufacturer to prevent polymerization 
during shipping. It is usually necessary to remove all traces of inhibitor when 
performing continuous polymerizations since inhibitor is continuously being added 
to the reactor in the feed. Removal of inhibitor is not normally necessary in most 
batch runs since the only effect in most cases is the occurrence of an induction period 
at the initial stage of the reaction during which the inhibitor is consumed The 
reaction then proceeds in normal fashion. Such an induction period was not noticed 
in any of the previous runs. The high temperature (85°C) may have contributed in 
masking any such induction period. Nevertheless, a MAA/styrene run (STY/MAA-
11) was repeated using 'cleaned' monomers in order to compare the reaction rate to 
that obtained from using 'uncleaned' monomers. Styrene was washed with NaOH 
then filtered through an alumina packing. The MAA was distilled under vacuum. 
The conversion time results are plotted alongside a run (STY/MAA- 8) per-
formed with 'uncleaned' monomers. (See Figure 28.) The nearly identical con-
version/time data suggests that any effect of the inhibitors in the monomers is 
negligible when run under these reaction conditions. A similar run is planned for 
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Figure 27: Reactivity ratios of MAA (R.) and styrene (R e) based on the Mayo-Lewis 
approach. 
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REACTION RATES OF CLEANED AND UNCLEANED MONOMERS 
Figure 28: Comparison of reaction rates with cleaned and uncleaned monomers. 
MAA/styrene system with a weight ratio of 40/160. 
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bitial Particle Size Measurements 
Some particle size analysis has been performed using a Malvern light scattering 
device. The results are listed in Table 1. The large particle sizes and large standard 
deviations of the lower conversion samples suggest that particle stability is low at 
low conversion resulting in a significant amount of coagulation. Further discussion 
concerning the size of the particles will be made after results from HDC analysis 
become available for comparison to those obtained via the light scattering method. 
Degree of Neutralization Overall and in the Aqueous Phase 
The degree of neutralization (DN) of the acid monomer affects the partition of 
that monomer between the aqueous and organic phases. Figure 29 presented in the 
previous progress report reveals that the amount of acid monomer present in the 
organic phase decreases as the DN increases. The effect is greater for MAA than for 
AA. Another important point to consider is whether the acid that is present in the 
organic phase is neutralized to the same extent as that remaining in the aqueous 
phase. 
The DN value presented in Figure 29 was based on the overall amount of acid 
used in the partition experiment. If the acid that partitions into the organic phase 
consists of the same fraction of neutralized species and thus the same DN as that 
based on the overall fraction of neutralized acid, then the acid remaining in the 
aqueous phase will, likewise, exhibit the same DN. Titration data discussed in the 
previous report was reexamined to determine whether the DN of acid in the aqueous 
phase was indeed the same as the DN overall (and thus the DN of acid in the organic 
phase). 
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Table 1: Particle size measurements of latexes obtained from emulsion copolymer-
ization of AA/styrene and MAA/styrene in a seeded batch reaction. 
System Wt. Ratio Sample Cony. Size (nm) Std. Dev. 
STY/AA-8 20/180 FP 0.97 93 26.8 
STY/AA-5 40/160 3 0.31 63 48.9 
9 0.86 70 35.1 
FP 0.97 80 22.6 
STY/AA-6 70/130 2 0.13 82 65 
6 0.50 67 36 
10 0.86 83 25.1 
FP 0.98 123 49.1 
STM10-SD SEED 48 38.1 
STY/MAA-10 20/180 3 0.1057 1750 2080 
6 0.42 63 32.9 
9 0.60 64 23.9 
FP 0.96 74 27.9 
STY/MAA-8 40/160 FP 0.95 100 28.3 
STY/MAA-9 70/130 2 0.12 140 112.1 
5 0.43 124 36.5 
9 0.79 78 35.5 
FP 0.99 98 42.2 
4 
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Figure 29: Partition of MAA and AA between the aqueous and organic phases at 
various degrees of neutralization. 
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An excess of strong acid (HCI) was added to each aqueous-phase sample. The 
samples were then titrated with a sodium hydroxide solution 1.0M) to detect 
two endpoints, one for the excess HCI, and one for the carboxylic acid monomer. 
The DN of the aqueous phase was then calculated in the following way. 
Neutralized Acid. i . Ogee = B Cl added — NaOH TitratedE ndp ej = A (2) 
TotalAeid". phase = NaOH TitratedE ► dpen-zndpu = B 
(3)  
Dbreg . phase = ALB (4)  
The results of these calculations are shown in Figures 30 and 31 for MAA/styrene 
and AA/styrene, respectively. 
The DN of the aqueous phase for the MAA/styrene system is higher than the 
overall DN. This fact suggests that the fraction of unneutralized acid species dif-
fusing into the organic phase is greater than the fraction of unneutralized species 
present in the aqueous phase. The DN„,1 for the AA/styrene system does not appear 
to be significantly different from the overall DN. However, since a smaller amount of 
AA partitions into the organic phase than does MAA, a change in DN. ; would not 
be as great as that for the MAA/styrene system even if the DN of the acid in the 
organic phase was near zero. Further analysis will be needed in order to make more 
quantitative tonElusions. This information is important if one wishes to model the 
kinetic behavior of such a system since the propagation constants of the neutralized 
41 
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Figure 31: Comparison of DN in the aqueous phase to DN overall for the AA/styrene 
system. 
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and unneutralized acid species are different. (Experimental data addressing the 
reaction rates of the two species was presented in the previous report). Therefore, 
it is important to know the relative concentrations of each species In each phase. 
Possible Approach to Modelling the Carboxylated Emulsion Copolymerization 
Reaction at DN>0  
A possible kinetic model for the emulsion copolymerization of acid/styrene sys-
tems was outlined in the PhD proposal. An extension of this model to account for 
the dissociated acid species obtained when the acid has been partially neutralized 
is presented below. 
Assume initially that the degree of neutralization of acid monomer is the same 
within the aqueous, droplet and particle phases. Define DN = moles NaOH/moles 
acid fed = a. As long as the value of DN is greater than zero, then the system ac-
tually consists of three species: undissociated acid (A), styrene (B), and dissociated 
acid (C). The following equations may be used to express the reaction rates in the 
particles. 
	
1 NT 	, 	r I A. 1 — NT 
	




RpA = kPAA[ M  A jpnA — + kpBA IA 2 A JpnB — 1- iropC A1.02 .41 
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where [MA] ib the concentration of undissociated acid, [MB] is the concentra-





particles/Lag , kpij is the propagation constant for radical i with monomer j, n a is 
the average number of j radicals/particle, and NA is Avogadro's number. 
The dissociated species, C, is treated like a third monomer in the above rate 
expressions. Nomura [2] gives expressions for the change in ni with time for a 
copolymer system. Nomura's analysis may be extended to include the dissociated 
species, C. (See equation 8.) 




dt NT ""VAA A — kgP AB Vp PA‘' V 	
k des A TIA  
— (445 kmAB)[ Af  BlPii A + (413 + kiVIDA)[ MA]pEB 
— ( ICP40 ICIAAo)[MC 1 ,prtA (kp04 kegto4)[MA1p1iC = 0 
	
(8) 
where pc is the rate of adsorption of radicals by the particles, W A is the proba-
bility of adsorbed radicals becoming an A radical, k„,, i and ktu are chain transfer 
and termination constants, respectively, and kdu is a desorption constant. 
Similar equations may be written for dri B /dt and dric/dt. Summation of these 
equations gives equation 9. 
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nAriC 
—(ka,A NA + kduartB + kdisortc) (9) 
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Nomura notes that the termination and desorption terms in equation 9 are at 
most equal to p,/NT. If the rate of desorption is relatively small, ps ^.• Ri. WA is 
less than unity. Therefore, Nomura states that the last terms (four in the above 
case) in equation 8 are dominating. (p./NT es 0.01 to 1 and 14,1M;1pN R$ 100 based 
on typical emulsion reaction systems.) The propagation constants are usually much 
greater in magnitude than the chain transfer rate constants (k, > k„,) so 8 can be 
simplified to: 
	
kPA B [MB]prIA kPBA [MA]pris — kPAC [MC 	] p -71A k, a A [MA]P11C = 0 	(10) 
Equilibrium between species A and C is described by equations 11 and 12. 
[MA] = (1 — a)[mA l iot 
[MC ] = a[MA]tot 
	
(12) 
where a is the degree of neutralization or fraction of dissociation, and [MA]goe = 
[MA] + [MC] is the total amount of acid species. 
If this same relationship of dissociated and undissociated acid species applies 
to the radicals, (i.e. the presence or absence of a radical is assumed not to affect 
whether the carboxyl group is dissociated or undissociated) then, 




where WA S« = WA + We is the total number of acid radicals. 
Equation 10 may then be rewritten using the expressions given-by equations 11 
through 14. Rearrangement leads to the following expression. 
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Finally, 
RPA = "bPAA  1 + A + "7" 1 i A + .v" 1 + A ill — a IL—AAJ
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 P"'''` NA 
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R" = V*P" 1 + A + i‘I P" 1 -F A + ib
I. 
 P0a 1 + )1 11‘7" 3 IN"iT. ' NA 
	(21) 
L 	L 	L 	 , rig 1 	NT 	
(22) RPo = (R•PO 	+ 16PA 	+ I% 	lalivIAlps•eri AT '1+A '1+A 'l+A ...A 
Reactions run at DN = 0 and DN = 1 may be used to provide reactivity ratios 
and thus cross-propagation constants. Reaction rates may be obtained from two 





analysis after separation of the aqueous and particle phases. Triflouroacetic acid 
can be added to associate all of the acid monomer. (Acid monomer in the anionic 
form yields a salt with Na+ which will not volatise in the GC.) The concentration of 
the dissociated and associated monomers can then be calculated from [M 4]p,. with 
equations 11 and 12. [M13 ],,,,„ai may be measured directly with the GC. Partition 
information may then be used to determine [Mp] p. 
Reaction Rate in the Aqueous Phase with DN>0 
The reaction rate in the aqueous phase is given by equation 23. 
( 	 dt 	 ) — ( 	 dt 	 ) 
d[A] dig ± d[C] 	d[A] t,. + d[B]  
= kAA [A-i[A] + kAR  [A.][13] + kAc [A.][C] 
+kBE [13.][B] + kBA [B .] [A
] 
+ kBc [B.] [C] 
+kcc [C-1[C] + kcA [C• ]1A ] + kc8[C- 1[B ] (23) 
A steady-state concentration is assumed for each type of radical. 
kAB [A.] [B] + kAc[k][C] = knA[B .][A] + kcA[C][.41 (24) 
km  [B.] [B] + kec  [B.] [Cl = kABEA'1[B] + kca [C.] [B] (25) 
kcA[C.][A] + kcs[C.1[B] = kAc[A•][C] + kpc[B.1[C] (26) 
In bulk or solution polymerizations the next step is to set the rate of initiation 




However, in emulsion polymerization capture and desorption of radicals must 
be taken into account. 
%ern + Rupture - Re.. 
Substitution of the appropriate expression leads to equation 27. 
= 21ct.i.([A.] + [B.] + [C.])=  + ic ([A.] + [B.] + [C.])Np 	 
NA 
(27) 
where itABo is an average termination constant dependent on DN, and k, is an 
average capture constant. Since [A•] fig = + [C.], rearrangement gives equation 
28. 
= ([A .1 tot + [B .]) 
1 —kNp + (iCeNp) 2 4 (21tABo(Ri  TCciesNpi  I/ NA)]  
41-4450 
Expressions for [A• and [C• may now be obtained as follows. 
(28) 
[A.] = (1 — a)[A• ta 
	
(29) 
[C.] = a[11•]got 	 (30) 
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Substitution of equations 29 and 30 into equation 24 then rearrangement leads 
to expressions for [Alga and [13•. 
[Ra].  
[Al"' = 1+ G 
[Ittab.G  
[13•1= 1+ G 
where 
G — (1 — a)(kAB[B] + kAca[A]tot) — kcAa 2[A]tot  
kBAa[A]ta 
Substitution of these expressions for the total acid and styrene radicals into the 
following equation 34, gives a final expression for the rate of reaction in the aqueous 
phase which involves only two measurable parameters ([MA]eog and [ME]), but which 
accounts for the reaction of three different species (providing that the DN in each 
phase is known). 
= [kAA (1 a)2 (k AL 	)a(1 — a) + kccot 21[Altot[A]tot 
rAc TCA 
-F[ tA ( 1 — a) + gla][Algoi[B] rAB 	Tao 
-1-[ 1C1211-(1 — a) + -cL11-a][B-]1Al tot + kBBI.B.H.B] 
rBA 	 rim; 
(34) 
Initial partition experiments suggest that the DN (or a) in the aqueous and 
organic phases may not be the same (especially with the MAA/styrene system). If 
the DN values are shown to be different in the two phases, the above equations will 






The next phase of this research will be focused on obtaining more detailed par-
tition information. Separation of the aqueous phase from the particle and droplet 
phase will be attempted using Nuclepore polycarbonate filters placed in stirred fil-
ter cells. Separation of the particle phase from the droplet and aqueous phases 
will be attempted using Nuclepore polyester filters also in stirred filter cells. The 
polycarbonate filters are hydrophilic and styrene does not easily penetrate the mem-
brane. The polyester filters will probably allow both the aqueous phase and styrene 
droplets to pass through the membrane. Hopefully, these experiments will pro-
vide some of the information needed to better understand where the monomers are 
located during the reaction period. 
Additional reactions involving the AA/styrene and MAA/styrene systems will 
be performed. Some reactions utilizing quantities of acid more typical to those found 
in 'industrial' recipes (i.e. 1 to 4% based on total monomer) may be investigated. 
Experiments which will help provide estimates for capture and desorption constants 
in these systems also need to be developed. Some continuous reactions could be 
helpful in this area. Mathematical modelling of the kinetic behavior of these reaction 
systems will also continue to be pursued. 
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